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■ Det offentliga ramverket
för banker i EU – En
introduktion1

AV JONAS NIEMEYER
Jonas Niemeyer är rådgivare på avdelningen för finansiell stabilitet

Eftersom bankerna har en inneboende instabilitet behöver de regleras. En

offentlig reglering ligger också i allmänhetens intresse eftersom bankerna

har en avgörande betydelse för det finansiella systemet. Den nuvarande

strukturen på regelverket är nationell och de nationella myndigheterna

ansvarar för att stabilitet upprätthålls i det finansiella systemet. Samtidigt

blir bankkoncernerna i allt större omfattning internationella och denna

gränsöverskridande verksamhet vänder sig i ökande utsträckning även till

hushåll och små och medelstora företag, särskilt inom EU. Detta ställer

regleringen på det finansiella området inför en rad utmaningar. 

Inledning

Det finns goda skäl för särskild reglering, tillsyn och övervakning av ban-

ker. En anledning är att bankerna har en inneboende instabilitet. De vikti-

ga betalningstjänster som bankerna tillhandahåller riskerar därför allvar-

liga avbrott vid en kris. Dessa betalningstjänster har vissa likheter med

kollektiva varor. Med tanke på de belopp som berörs är det dessutom

bara staten – genom sin beskattningsrätt – som i slutänden kan garantera

det finansiella systemets stabilitet. Det explicita åtagandet att upprätthålla

finansiell stabilitet faller därför naturligt på myndigheterna. I praktiken

betyder detta att regeringens och myndigheternas arbete måste fokusera

på att minska riskerna för att finansiella kriser uppkommer och på att

dämpa de ekonomiska konsekvenserna om de faktiskt inträffar.

Finansiell integration kan leda till en högre ekonomisk välfärd i alla

länder. Trenden där banker i olika länder går samman och erbjuder tjäns-

ter över de nationella gränserna är därför fördelaktig. Samtidigt skapar

utvecklingen ett antal utmaningar för myndigheternas reglering, över-

1 Jag vill tacka Frida Fallan, Johan Molin, Lars Nyberg, Eva Srejber och Staffan Viotti för värdefulla kommen-
tarer till tidigare utkast. 



vakning och tillsyn av bankerna. Syftet med denna introduktionsartikel är

att beskriva några av dessa utmaningar.

Artikeln är disponerad på följande sätt. Den inleds med några kom-

mentarer till nuvarande regelverk och till några av de trender som idag

kännetecknar bankverksamhet. Huvudavsnittet beskriver de utmaningar

som marknadsutvecklingen innebär för regelverket samt indikerar några

tänkbara lösningar. Artikeln avslutas med en sammanfattning.

Nuvarande regelverk

Inom EU är nuvarande regelverk huvudsakligen av nationell karaktär även

om det finns några gränsöverskridande aspekter på regleringen. Tillsynen

är nationell. Banker och dotterbanker står därför under tillsyn i respektive

land medan ansvaret för tillsynen över filialer faller på hemlandets tillsyns-

myndighet. Det innebär att för en bankkoncern med utländska dotter-

banker kommer de olika delarna av koncernen att stå under olika länders

tillsyn. Även insättningsgarantisystemen är nationella och en bank faller

under hemlandets system. Följaktligen följer dotterbanker de lokala syste-

men medan filialer faller under garantisystemet i bankens hemland. För

att uppnå konkurrensneutrala förutsättningar kan en bank ”toppa upp”

genom att ansluta till ett mer generöst garantisystem i värdlandet.

Centralbanker kan ge likviditetsstöd till sitt lands banker. Det övergripan-

de ansvaret för finansiell stabilitet är nationellt. Sammantaget – eftersom

kostnaderna är stora men ovissa och beskattningsrätten är nationell –

kommer varje bankkris att involvera den nationella regeringen. 

Denna nationella struktur på regelverket har utformats för ett system

där bankverksamhet – särskilt den riktad mot små och medelstora kunder

– bedrivs inom nationella gränser. Detta regelsystem var till stor del ända-

målsenligt så länge de flesta bankers gränsöverskridande aktiviteter var

begränsade till affärer med stora företag. Till och med de största bankerna

har traditionellt haft en tydlig nationell identitet med sin huvudsakliga

verksamhet lokaliserad till ett land. Dessutom har utländska dotterbanker

vanligtvis varit ganska själständiga och alltså inte fullt integrerade i

moderbankens verksamhet.

Förändringar i banklandskapet

Bankerna har dock förändrats på flera sätt de senaste åren. För det första

har ett antal banker fusionerat över gränserna och skapat koncerner med

betydande antal mindre och medelstora kunder i flera länder. I många

länder är därför utländska bankers filialer och dotterbanker potentiellt

systemviktiga. För det andra har stora banker blivit alltmer beroende av
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de internationella finansiella marknaderna för sin kapital- och likviditets-

försörjning, riskhantering etc. Därmed blir banker i olika länder alltmer

sammanlänkade. För det tredje koncentrerar bankerna i ökande utsträck-

ning olika funktioner, såsom kapitalförsörjning likviditets- och riskhante-

ring samt utlåningsbeslut, till specifika kompetenscentra för att dra fördel

av specialisering och stordrift. Som en följd av den pågående EU-integra-

tionen sker denna specialisering även över gränserna. Detta medför att

utländska dotterbolag (och filialer) blir mindre självständiga. Dessutom blir

distinktionen mellan filialer och dotterbolag alltmer otydlig. Därför kan

det inte längre tas för givet att ens en stor dotterbank kommer att kunna

hålla igång verksamheten om moderbanken fallerar – åtminstone inte på

kort sikt.  

Med EU:s utvidgning 2004 blev förändringen av EU:s banklandskap

ännu mer uppenbar eftersom utländska banker har mycket större betydel-

se i de nya medlemsländerna än i det gamla EU-15.

Utmaningar 

Marknadsutvecklingen ställer regelverket inför en rad utmaningar. Risk-

erna ökar för att en framtida kris sprider sig över gränserna. Därför är det

mindre sannolikt att nästa finansiella kris blir en rent nationell angelägen-

het. Hittills har reaktionen på detta regelverksproblem varit att i någon

mån öka ansvaret för tillsynsmyndigheterna i hemlandet. Än så länge har

dock den konsoliderade tillsynsmyndighetens utökade ansvar huvudsak-

ligen begränsats till att på koncernnivå godkänna interna kreditriskmodel-

ler under de nya kapitaltäckningsreglerna enligt Basel II.2

I takt med att antalet verkligt gränsöverskridande banker stiger ökar

behovet av mer grundläggande förändringar i regelverket. Att såsom hit-

tills bara lappa vidare på ramverket för bankreglering och tillsyn kommer

inte att räcka. Europas regleringsmyndigheter står därför inför en rad

utmaningar. För det första framgår tydligt av utvecklingen att samordning

behövs. För det andra finns ett antal intressekonflikter länderna emellan.

För det tredje ökar ansvarsproblemet eftersom åtgärder beslutade av ett

lands myndighet i allt större omfattning påverkar andra länders finansiella

system samtidigt som varje nationell myndighet bara är ansvarig inför sin

respektive nationella regering och ytterst inför det landets väljare. 

Alla dessa tre utmaningar gäller inom flera områden av regelverket.
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2 Under Basel II-reglerna, och givet att tillsynsmyndigheten godkänner det, kan bankerna använda sina in-
terna kreditriskmodeller för att beräkna det regleringsmässiga kapitalkravet. För gränsöverskridande bank-
koncerner måste de behöriga myndigheterna i hemlandet och berörda värdländer samarbeta för att under-
lätta att en intern modell kan valideras och godkännas för tillämpning i hela koncernen. Om myndigheter-
na inte kan enas inom sex månader får hemlandets tillsynsmyndighet fatta det slutgiltiga beslutet, vilket då
också blir tillämpligt för koncernens verksamhet i värdländerna.  
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Denna artikel fokuserar på tre sådana ömsesidigt beroende områden: akut

krishantering, långsiktiga krislösningar och löpande krisprevention i form

av tillsyn.

KRISHANTERING

För att effektivt kunna hantera en kris krävs snabba beslut och en tydlig

beslutsordning. De berörda myndigheterna måste också ha tillräckliga

befogenheter och betryggande förmåga att handla. Centralbanken måste

till exempel besluta om extraordinärt likviditetsstöd skall ges eller inte. De

flesta centralbanker har en policy att endast ge extraordinärt likviditets-

stöd till banker som är solventa men som har likviditetsproblem. Det är

dock ofta svårt att i praktiken snabbt och korrekt identifiera om en bank

har solvens- eller likviditetsproblem och olika centralbanker kan göra olika

olika bedömningar. Om en bank med verksamhet i flera länder får allvarli-

ga problem måste därför de berörda centralbankerna samarbeta och sam-

ordna möjliga beslut. Med tanke på många moderna bankers invecklade

struktur blir samordningen av de berörda centralbankernas agerande san-

nolikt komplicerad. Det är därför absolut nödvändigt att i förväg träffa

överenskommelser om hur ansvar skall fördelas mellan de relevanta

centralbankerna och andra berörda myndigheter som deltar i en krishan-

tering.

Utvecklingen mot allt mer omfattande gränsöverskridande verksam-

heter i bankerna försvårar en analys av dessa institutioner. Därför kan

centralbankernas beslutsunderlag för ett eventuellt extraordinärt likvidi-

tetsstöd i ett krisläge vara sämre än i ett rent nationellt sammanhang.

Överenskommelser mellan myndigheter i olika länder om att utbyta infor-

mation är därför helt avgörande för en effektiv krishantering.

Vidare bör beaktas att när extraordinärt likviditetsstöd lämnas medför

detta normalt förluster för centralbanken. Den slutliga kostnaden för stö-

det är osäker. Om banken med säkerhet skulle kunna återbetala ett even-

tuellt likviditetsstöd skulle centralbanken knappast behöva ge stödet utan

likviditetsbristen skulle normalt kunna hanteras av marknaden. En central-

bank som lämnar extraordinärt likviditetsstöd måste därför beakta risken

för förlust i sitt beslut.

Med tanke på att den slutliga kostnaden för ett extraordinärt likvidi-

tetsstöd är oviss och eftersom centralbankernas mandat är nationella,

uppkommer sannolikt intressekonflikter när beslut fattas om att ge extra-

ordinärt likviditetsstöd till en bank eller koncern med omfattande gräns-

överskridande verksamhet. Dessa intressekonflikter komplicerar rimligen

krishanteringen, särskilt om banken eller koncernen är systemviktig i

något av länderna.
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Under nuvarande regelverk har förmodligen hemlandets myndig-

heter det största ansvaret. Tydligast blir problemet om banken är system-

viktig i värdlandet men inte i hemlandet. I denna situation kan värdlandet

få svårt att säkerställa det finansiella systemets stabilitet ifall inte hemlan-

dets centralbank ger extraordinärt likviditetsstöd om banken får likvidi-

tetsproblem. Samtidigt kan hemlandets centralbank vara mindre benägen

att acceptera en potentiell förlust om den fallerande banken inte är

systemviktig i det egna hemlandet. Värdlandets centralbank kan ha incita-

ment att bevilja extraordinärt likviditetsstöd men att göra detta innebär

att dess land löper risk att behöva rädda hela bankkoncernen. Detta skulle

kunna bli mycket kostsamt för värdlandet om det är litet jämfört med

hemlandet eller i jämförelse med bankens eller koncernens verksamhet.

Existensen av dessa intressekonflikter riskerar därför att komplicera grän-

söverskridande förhandlingar, även om det finns överenskommelser mel-

lan ländernas myndigheter om hur en kris – i princip – skall lösas. Öve-

renskommelserna behöver därför specificera ansvaret för beslutsfattande

och hur problemen med fördelningen av kostnaderna skall lösas. För att

undvika utdragna diskussioner när en kris väl brutit ut och tidsfristen för

beslut är ytterst begränsad måste sådana avtal vara tydliga och rimligt

detaljerade.   

KRISLÖSNING

Att lösa en kris i en gränsöverskridande bank innebär också utmaningar

när det gäller dels samordningen av åtgärderna och besluten i de olika

ländernas myndigheter, dels hanteringen av intressekonflikter.

Det finansiella skyddsnätet måste vara tillräckligt gott för att minime-

ra risken för finansiella kriser. Utan ett lämpligt skyddsnät kan ett enkelt

rykte om solvensproblem eller likviditetsproblem i en finansiell institution

bli självuppfyllande och utvecklas till en fullskalig finansiell kris. En vital del

av skyddsnätet, vid sidan om centralbankens möjlighet att ge extraordi-

närt likviditetsstöd, är insättningsgarantisystemen. Dessa system försäkrar

en banks inlåning (upp till ett maximibelopp) i händelse en bank fallerar

och reducerar därmed risken för att banker drabbas av uttagsanstorm-

ningar. 

Även om vissa minimistandarder för olika länders insättningsgaranti-

system har fastställts i ett EU-direktiv varierar dessa system påtagligt i fle-

ra hänseenden, såsom finansiering, nivå, omfattning och regler. Dessa

skillnader kan skapa problem, särskilt om det finns kunder med konton i

en gränsöverskridande banks olika jurisdiktioner. Det huvudsakliga proble-

met ligger emellertid i de olika sätten att finansiera systemen. Enligt direk-

tivet skall alla system finansieras av den finansiella sektorn själv. I flertalet
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EU-länder görs detta genom avgifter till en fond. Ingen fond torde dock

räcka till om en storbank fallerar och utbetalningarna är stora. Eventuella

underskott i fonden kommer därför att finansieras genom framtida avgif-

ter från de försäkrade företagen. Det är emellertid ytterst tveksamt om

denna lösning är tidskonsistent. Om underskott uppstår i fonden måste

staten sannolikt ingripa för att finansiera garantisystemet och därigenom

gottgöra insättarna. Därmed faller finansieringen av en större bankkris

med största sannolikhet till sist på skattebetalarna. I praktiken inbegriper

insättningsgarantisystemen en implicit statsgaranti.

Uppkomsten av genuint gränsöverskridande banker reser frågan hur

långt denna implicita statsgaranti sträcker sig. Skulle skattebetalarna i ett

hemland vara villiga att finansiera en kris i en gränsöverskridande bank

som har flertalet av sina insättare i ett annat land? Detta skulle föranleda

massiva transfereringar över gränserna, något som politiker tenderar att

vara skeptiska mot.

En grundläggande utmaning för myndigheter med ansvar för gräns-

överskridande banker är att hitta en godtagbar metod att fördela kostna-

derna vid en kris, dvs. en fördelningsnyckel. De intressekonflikter som en

sådan fördelning av kostnaderna medför får inte negligeras.

Vid sidan av intressekonflikter i samband med kostnadsfördelningen

finns det också utmaningar i hur en eventuell rekonstruktion av en falle-

rande gränsöverskridande bank kan genomföras. En sådan rekonstruktion

får i ökande utsträckning återverkningar på det finansiella systemet i

andra länder där banken har betydande verksamheter. För att åstadkom-

ma en framgångsrik rekonstruktion är det därför viktigt att samordna de

åtgärder som myndigheterna vidtar i de olika länderna. 

Ytterligare en utmaning när bankerna i allt större omfattning går

samman över gränserna är att vissa bankkoncerner tenderar att bli så sto-

ra att det kan bli svårt och kostsamt för ett litet land att rädda hela kon-

cernen. Det kan i sammanhanget påpekas att många jämförelsevis små

länder, såsom Österrike, Belgien och Sverige, svarar för en stor andel av

de gränsöverskridande investeringarna.3 Traditionellt har diskussioner förts

om att vissa banker kan bli för stora för att tillåtas gå omkull. Deras bety-

delse för det finansiella systemets stabilitet skulle vara för stor. Nu finns

det också en potentiell risk för att bankerna blir för stora för att rädda,

med tanke på förhållandevis små länders begränsade finansiella styrka.
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TILLSYN

Ett syfte med tillsynen är att säkerställa att finansiella institutioner inte tar

alltför stora risker. Ett annat syfte är att samla in information om de finan-

siella institutionerna så att myndigheterna, i händelse av kris, har en till-

räckligt god bakgrund för att kunna fatta välinformerade beslut om hur

krisen bäst skall hanteras och lösas. En effektiv tillsyn är därmed en viktig

förutsättning för slagkraftig krishantering och verkningsfull krislösning.

En ändamålsenlig tillsyn när bankerna blir allt mer gränsöverskridan-

de kan bara åstadkommas om tillsynsmyndigheterna i olika länder

samordnar sin verksamhet och utbyter information. För att förstå riskerna

i en bankkoncern krävs en klar bild av alla dess olika verksamheter på en

konsoliderad grund. Allteftersom bankerna blir genuint gränsöverskridan-

de, med specialiserade funktioner i olika länder, blir det viktigare med en

samordning av tillsynen. Om samordningen och informationsutbytet inte

fungerar kan det öka risken för finansiella problem eftersom instituten kan

bli föremål för inbördes motstridiga tillsynsåtgärder. 

Dessutom är det dyrbart för finansinstituten att behöva följa alla län-

ders olika regelverk och rapporteringsstandarder. Utan samordning och

samarbete ifråga om tillsynen blir det svårare att fullt ut dra fördel av

finansiell integration.

Överföring av viktiga beslut om tillsyn och stabilitet till den konsoli-

derade tillsynsmyndigheten i hemlandet minskar dock möjligheten för

värdlandets myndigheter att garantera ett stabilt finansiellt system. Samti-

digt är hemlandets tillsynsmyndighet endast ansvarig inför sin regering

och ytterst inför hemlandets väljare.

Möjliga lösningar

I den internationella diskussionen kring dessa frågor har olika lösningar

skisserats. Hittills har fokus huvudsakligen legat på hur tillsynen bör orga-

niseras. I de flesta fall kan emellertid likartade lösningar vara tillämpliga

även för akut krishantering och krislösning.  

En första lösning är att låta hemlandet inta en mer bestämd ledarroll.

Potentiellt kunde den ökade befogenheten för hemlandets myndigheter

utsträckas till att täcka såväl dotterbanker som filialer. Hemlandets tillsyns-

myndighet skulle då ansvara för att utöva tillsyn över hela koncernen och

vid en kris skulle hemlandets myndigheter ha ansvaret för att hantera och

lösa den. I och med den ökande betoningen på konsoliderad tillsyn före-

faller EU ta vissa steg i denna riktning. Detta löser emellertid inte det

grundläggande dilemmat med att ge ett land (hemlandet) uppdrag och

förmåga att agera, samtidigt som värdlandet förblir ansvarigt för stabilite-
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ten i landets finansiella system. Problemet med myndigheternas ansvar

förblir också olöst. 

En annan lösning är att ge hemlandets myndigheter ett formellt upp-

drag – dvs. något slags bindande kontrakt – att agera i alla berörda län-

ders intresse.4 Det är dock oklart hur ett sådant kontrakt skulle kunna

göras rättsligt bindande. Problemet med att fördela kostnaderna vid en

potentiell kris förblir därför olöst. 

En tredje potentiell lösning är att låta myndigheterna på EU-nivå få

ansvaret för åtminstone de gränsöverskridande bankerna. En sådan lös-

ning skulle kunna innebära att det skapades en europeisk tillsynsmyndig-

het, att ECB explicit gavs rätten att lämna extraordinärt likviditetsstöd till

gränsöverskridande banker och att en speciell europeisk organisation

(European Deposit Insurance Corporation – EDIC) etableras för insätt-

ningsgarantisystemet för gränsöverskridande banker. Ett sådant institut

skulle också kunna ges befogenhet att rekonstruera banker, på liknande

sätt som FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) har i USA. Att sät-

ta upp ett sådant överstatligt system blir dock politiskt svårt. Det blir inte

lättare av att det förmodligen skulle kräva överenskommelser om den

grundläggande frågan hur kostnaderna av en eventuell kris skall fördelas.

Flera förslag har lagts fram men det är fortfarande oklart hur sådana

arrangemang för kostnadsfördelning kan göras rättsligt bindande. Det har

därför hävdats att så länge en beskattningsrätt på EU-nivån saknas förblir

kriskostnadernas fördelning oviss. I alla händelser är en överenskommelse

om problemet med kostnadsfördelningen en förutsättning för att till slut

komma tillrätta med de utmaningar som behandlas i denna artikel.  

Sammanfattning

Med gränsöverskridande banker har upprätthållande av finansiell stabilitet

blivit ett gränsöverskridande problem. Samtidigt förblir myndigheternas

uppdrag och deras förmåga att främja stabilitet i det finansiella systemet

en nationell fråga. Allteftersom omfattningen av gränsöverskridande

bankverksamhet ökar växer även spridningsriskerna. Nästa kris blir där-

med sannolikt ingen rent nationell händelse. Myndigheterna i skilda län-

der måste således förstärka sitt samarbete. De behöver också inse att de

har skilda – och ibland motstridiga – intressen. En specifik bank kan ha

större betydelse för ett enstaka lands finansiella stabilitet än för andra län-

ders. När en specifik gränsöverskridande bank står inför allvarliga problem

kan därför benägenheten att ingripa variera mellan myndigheterna i olika
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länder. Det finns även ett ansvarsproblem eftersom myndigheterna i olika

länder ansvarar inför olika regeringar och ytterst olika väljare.

För hanteringen av en kris är snabbhet helt avgörande. Frågor som

informationsutbyte, beslutsbefogenheter, intressekonflikter etc. måste

därför på förhand stå klara för alla parter. Om en kris inträffar finns inget

utrymme att debattera om information skall utväxlas eller inte. Vid lös-

ningen av en kris blir intressekonflikterna uppenbara. Borde ett land rädda

en icke-systemviktig bank med finansiella problem om dess dotterbolag är

systemviktigt i ett annat land? Sådana situationer leder troligen till kom-

plicerade förhandlingsspel på toppnivå. En viktig beståndsdel i krislös-

ningar är insättningsgarantisystemen – vilka normalt är en del av krislös-

ningens finansiering. Skillnaderna mellan dessa system får betydelse i en

kris men de är viktiga även under normala förhållanden, av konkurrens-

skäl. För att minska riskerna med bankverksamhet och för att ha tillräcklig

kunskap om bankerna för att kunna handla i händelse av kris krävs en

fortlöpande tillsyn. Tillsynen, som i nuläget har nationell orientering, med

mandat och ansvar på nationell basis, är därför intimt sammanbunden

med både krishantering och krislösning.5

Bankernas växande gränsöverskridande verksamheter innebär allvar-

liga påfrestningar på strukturen på det nationella regelverket. Problemet

förvärras av att planeringen för krishantering och anpassningar av regel-

verket ofta tenderar att hamna relativt långt ned på den politiska dagord-

ningen, trots att de potentiella kostnaderna för en kris är mycket stora.

Denna introduktionsartikel reser ett antal frågor som behöver övervä-

gas när det framtida regelverket för banker i EU skall utformas. Att bibe-

hålla ett oförändrat regelverk riskerar att uppmuntra ekonomisk nationa-

lism och därigenom medföra att man går miste om de ekonomiska vins-

terna med finansiell integration. I de följande tre artiklarna diskuteras

alternativa regelsystem mer i detalj. I den första fokuserar Arnoud Boot på

hur behovet av extraordinärt likviditetsstöd kan arrangeras i en gemen-

sam europeisk bankmarknad (Boot 2006). I den andra diskuterar Charles

Goodhart och Dirk Schoenmaker problemen med fördelning av kostna-

derna vid en bankkris i Europa (Goodhart och Schoenmaker 2006). I den

tredje analyserar David Mayes flera tänkbara system för gränsöverskri-

dande finansiell tillsyn i Europa (Mayes 2006). Alla tre artiklarna skrevs för

den workshop om det framtida regelverket för banker i EU som Riksban-

ken stod värd för i Stockholm den 13–14 februari 2006.
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In this paper I discuss some key issues related to supervisory arrange-

ments in the EMU countries, and particularly those relating to the LoLR

structure and crisis management. The focus will be on the responsibilities

and powers of individual countries and national central banks vis-à-vis

the actors at the European level (the EU and the ECB). In this context

various issues will be raised relating to the effectiveness and efficiency of

the arrangements, and specifically the role and positioning of the lender

of last resort (LoLR) in light of the fragmented supervisory structure.

1. Introduction

The fragility of the financial system is a key public policy concern. It is

widely acknowledged that stability concerns and systemic risks in banking

are real and warrant regulatory scrutiny. These issues have become more

pertinent with the further integration of financial markets and the increas-

ing cross-border footprint of financial institutions. For the European bank-

ing market Schoenmaker and Oosterloo (2005) document a sizable

increase in the cross-border externalities coming from the growing num-

ber of banking groups that have a significant cross-border presence. Also,

as highlighted in De Nicoló and Tieman (2005), real activities have

become more synchronized, exposing EU member countries more and

more to a common European business cycle.1 These developments point

at the need for an international perspective on regulation and supervision.

The focus in this paper will be on the responsibilities and powers of

1 Simultaneously, domestic financial sectors have become more dynamic, less predictable and more exposed
to competition. This has ignited a lively debate on the interaction between stability and competitiveness;
see Boot and Marinc (2006) for an analysis on the interaction between competitiveness, stability and the
effectiveness of regulation.



individual countries vis-à-vis the EU and the ECB. In this context various

questions will be raised, in particular relating to financial stability and the

effectiveness and efficiency of regulatory and supervisory arrangements.

My primary focus is on the lender-of-last-resort (LoLR) and the related

crisis management structure. However, I will indicate that this role, and

the allocation of tasks between ECB and national central banks, cannot be

assessed independently from supervisory arrangements in the EU in gen-

eral. Both supervisory and LoLR arrangements are fragmented with pri-

mary responsibilities at the national level. Key political concerns related to

national sovereignty and (too much) concentrated authority at EU and

ECB levels could explain this decentralized structure. I will critically evalu-

ate these arrangements. My primary conclusion is that centralization of

the LoLR function is desirable, and actually could help facilitate conver-

gence – and ultimately – centralization of prudential supervisory practices.

As I will argue some burden sharing arrangements are however needed to

make this possible.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a char-

acterization of (prudential) supervisory practices in the EU, and notes the

limited role of the ECB in this area. In section 3 the focus shifts to the

LoLR arrangements. I discuss here three things: the sources of fragility

and systemic risks, the allocation of LoLR responsibilities between ECB

and national central banks, and the lack of fiscal authority at the EU level.

The latter may well complicate the allocation of LoLR and crisis manage-

ment responsibilities because of the potential budgetary consequences of

LoLR support and crisis resolution. Section 4 asks the question whether

current arrangements are sustainable, and particularly what distortions the

present decentralized nature of arrangements may induce. In section 5, I

discuss which improvements could be made. Section 6 concludes.

2. A characterization of ECB and EU arrangements

The European regulatory architecture is best described as fragmented with

primary responsibilities at the level of the individual nation states. Under

the principles of only minimum essential harmonization, home country

control and mutual recognition of supervision embedded in the Second

European Banking Directive, prudential supervision remains solidly with

the home country (i.e., the member state in which the financial institution

has been licensed).

At this national level a diverse assortment of institutional arrange-

ments continues to thrive. If there is a trend, it seems that a domestically

centered cross-sector integration of supervision is underway, with at the

extreme the fully integrated FSA supervisory model in the UK.
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Simultaneously, a ‘twin peaks’ type structure – separating prudential

supervision and conduct of business supervision – is becoming more pop-

ular. Nevertheless, for now, a wide diversity of arrangements continues to

exist. This is further highlighted by the fact that in some countries the

central bank is the prudential supervisor, while in other countries – like in

the UK – prudential supervision is the task of an independent supervisory

agency.

At the European level, several arrangements are in place to facilitate the

supervision of cross-border activities of financial institutions. For example,

the European Central Bank has a limited coordinating role for the LoLR

facilities that are placed in the hands of national central banks.2 Also vari-

ous multilateral arrangements exist. Within the ECB, the Banking

Supervisory Committee (BSC) brings together banking supervisors of all

EU countries to discuss financial stability issues, provide macro-prudential

oversight, and assess draft EU and national banking legislation. 

At the level of the EU, several cooperative arrangements are in place.

Up to 2004 these arrangements included the Banking Advisory

Committee (BAC) that advises the EU on policy matters related to bank

legislation, and the Insurance Committee. In 2004, the European

Parliament and the EU Council adopted a ‘Lamfalussy type’ framework

(Committee of Wise Men, 2001) based on work by the Economic and

Financial Committee (EFC) – a committee advising the Ecofin Council

(EFC, 2002). This framework, which initially was designed for streamlining

the regulatory and supervisory practices for the European securities mar-

kets, was subsequently applied to the financial sector at large. It intro-

duces a structure for financial sector rule making at the European level.3

In this restructuring and further formalization of the EU regulatory and

supervisory framework the existing sectoral Banking Advisory Committee

(now CEBS) and Insurance Committee (CEIOPS) both were being given

important roles.4

These sectoral committees (banking, insurance but also securities, the

CESR) and a separate committee addressing financial conglomerate

issues, are essentially put under control of the finance ministers and kept

at a distance from the ECB and national central banks. Non-supervisory

national central banks and the ECB have observer status, but no voting
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2 The ECB has primarily a facilitating role for systemic issues. For example, its statute points explicitly at its
role in promoting the smooth functioning of the payment system (Art. 3.1. and 22 of the Statute; see also
Art 105(2) of the Maastricht Treaty).

3 The Lamfalussy approach encompasses a four-level regulatory approach: level 1 involves broad framework
principles for legislation; level 2 detailed rules; level 3 aims at cooperation between national regulators, and
level 4 addresses enforcement issues (see also Lannoo and Casey, 2005). 

4 These committees have a role at level 2 in the Lamfalussy type four layer framework (see EFC, 2002). Also
the existing supervisory oriented Groupe de Contact has a role to play.



rights. This effectively gives the ECB no formal role in (micro) prudential

supervision.5

Some convergence and increasing coordination in supervisory prac-

tices is observed. A recent development is the EU Directive on Financial

Conglomerates that allocates group-wide supervisory responsibilities to a

single coordinator located in the Group’s home country. The hope is that

the Lamfalussy approach at the EU level will lead to a further streamlining

and coordination in supervisory and legislative practices, and – ultimately

– convergence between member states.6

3. Lender of Last Resort

Bagehot's classical motivation for the LoLR was that it would lend freely

to solvent but illiquid banks against good collateral at a premium price

(Rochet, 2004). The reality of LoLR support in various countries in the

world has been different in that net infusions of cash in troubled institu-

tions have been quite common, in part because distinguishing between

liquidity and solvency problems might be difficult. 

This potential confusion and uncertainty about the true nature of

illiquidity problems may have worsened over time. In particular, the prolif-

eration of financial markets and the ways in which risks can be shifted

through the system, undoubtedly complicate the assessment of the

fragility of the financial system. For my analysis, an understanding of the

sources of fragility, and their relative importance is important because it

may impact the role that LoLR support plays, and this role might have

changed over time. In turn, the assessment of the role of LoLR support in

today’s financial sector is of preeminent importance for evaluating the

present EU arrangements when it comes to LoLR support and crisis man-

agement in general.7 In subsection 3.1, I will further elaborate on this.

Another important issue is how the LoLR role is organized in the euro

countries. The general principle is one of delegation (subsidiarity) with the

LoLR role being given to national central banks. Understanding these

arrangements is crucially important for assessing the effectiveness of crisis

management in the euro area. The allocation of responsibilities between
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5 The ECB has been careful in defining its role in prudential supervision. While it downplays potential con-
flicts of interest that may arise in combining central banking and prudential supervision (ECB, 2001), sug-
gesting with that possibly a bigger role for itself, it simultaneously expresses that it is not aiming at a bigger
role in supervision but only attempts to broaden cooperation (Duisenberg, 2003). 

6 Other arrangements are in place as well. Various bilateral arrangements, cq Memoranda of Understanding
(MoU's) between national supervisors, help coordinate cross-border supervision. They further clarify, on a
voluntary basis, the cooperation mandated in EU directives regarding information exchange, mutual assis-
tance, establishment procedures and on-site examinations. 

7 I will focus on crisis management in the context of systemic concerns. In this case, there is a direct link
between the LoLR and crisis management.
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national central banks and ECB with respect to LoLR support needs to be

evaluated in the broader context of EU supervisory arrangements. In sub-

section 3.2, I will discuss the present allocation of responsibilities. A brief

evaluation is contained in subsection 3.3.

3.1. ROLE OF LENDER OF LAST RESORT (LoLR)

In the classical interpretation, a financial crisis is directly linked to the

notion of bank runs. In a fractional reserve system with long term illiquid

loans financed by (liquid) demandable deposits, runs may come about

due to a coordination failure among depositors (Diamond and Dybvig,

1983). Even an adequately capitalized bank could be subjected to a run if

the deadweight liquidation costs of assets are substantial. Regulatory

interference via LoLR support, deposit insurance and/or suspension of

convertibility could all help, and could even fix – in this simple setting –

the inefficiency. Observe that the externalities that a bank failure could

create possibly provide a rationale for regulatory interference. These

externalities could be directly related to the bank that is subjected to a

potential run, but also be motivated by potential contagion effects. Many

have generalized this simple setting by allowing for asymmetric informa-

tion and incomplete contracts; see Rochet (2004) for a review. The gener-

al conclusion is that fragility is real, and information based runs are plausi-

ble.

For the purpose of this paper two observations are important; both

are related to the proliferation of financial markets. First, access to finan-

cial markets weakens the liquidity insurance feature of demand deposit

contracts. To see this note that the root cause of the fragility in the

Diamond-Dybvig world is the underlying demand deposit contract. The

rationale for this contract – as brought forward by Diamond and Dybvig

(1983) – is the desire for liquidity insurance on the part of risk averse

depositors with uncertainty about future liquidity needs. However, as

shown by Von Thadden (1998), the very presence of financial markets

allows depositors to withdraw early and invest in the financial market

which puts a limit on the degree of liquidity insurance. This is related to

the earlier work of Jacklin (1987) who shows that deposit contracts have

beneficial liquidity insurance features provided that restricted trading of

deposit contracts can be enforced.8 In any case, these arguments suggest

that the proliferation of financial markets weakens that liquidity provision
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rationale of deposits, which may help explain the lesser importance of

deposits for banks. 

A second observation is that the proliferation of financial markets

may suggest that the LoLR role in providing liquidity loses importance.

What I mean is that in Bagehot tradition one could ask the question

whether the LoLR has a role to play in providing liquidity to liquidity con-

strained yet solvent institutions when capital markets and interbank mar-

kets are well developed. Goodfriend and King (1988) argue that solvent

institutions then cannot be illiquid since informed parties in the repo and

interbank market would step in. In this spirit, the former ECB board mem-

ber Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa suggested that the classical bank run may

only happen in textbooks since the “width and depth of today’s interbank

market is such that other institutions would probably replace those which

withdraw their funds” (as quoted in Rochet and Vives, 2004). 

While these remarks rightfully suggest that the proliferation of finan-

cial markets could weaken the need for a LoLR in providing liquidity sup-

port, it would go too far to see no role for a LoLR, particularly when

information asymmetries are considered. More specifically, an extensive

literature on aggregate shocks has moved away from the pure ‘sunspot’

bank run equilibriums, as in Diamond and Dybvig (1983), focusing

instead on fundamentals. This literature builds on the empirical evidence

in Gorton (1988) showing that banking crises – prior to the creation of

the Federal Reserve – were predicted by leading economic indicators. In a

recent contribution Rochet and Vives (2004) show that a coordination

failure in the interbank market may occur particularly when fundamentals

are low, and that this may lead to a need for liquidity support by the LoLR

for a solvent institution.9

Overall the preceding discussion warrants the conclusion that the

proliferation of financial markets (including interbank markets) has

improved the risk sharing opportunities between banks, and possibly has

reduced sunspot type bank run problems on individual institutions.10 But

these very same interbank linkages may well have increased systemic risk,

i.e. the probability of propagation of liquidity and solvency problems to

the financial system as a whole. It is therefore at the very least premature

to trivialize the need for a LoLR.

Actually, a more market-centered view on systemic risks has gained

ground, at the expense of a more institutionally-focused view of systemic
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9 Another line of research points at asset price bubbles as potential source or cause of fragility and contagion
(Allen and Gale, 2000). See Allen (2005) and De Bandt and Hartmann (2002) for surveys on contagion. 

10 Whether total insolvency risk of individual institutions has come down depends on the actual risk taking
and capitalization. Evidence in De Nicolo and Tieman (2005) suggests that the insolvency risk of European
institutions has more or less remained the same over the last 15 years despite increases in capital over time
and a wider geographic range of operations.
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risk. The propagation mechanisms for systemic crises have become sub-

stantially more complicated and possibly far reaching as well. For exam-

ple, the revolution in structured finance and securitization may introduce

all kinds of systemic issues. The risks in the markets for securitized assets

are ill understood. Once big defaults would occur in this market a melt-

down is not excluded, and systemic risks are possibly acute.11

3.2. LoLR RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE EURO AREA

The ECB has primary stability responsibilities when it comes to the pay-

ment system. But the ECB does not have an explicit task of preserving the

stability of the financial system in general. This is left to the national cen-

tral banks. These national central banks also have the LoLR role, and not

the ECB. This formal description is of importance, but the practical alloca-

tion of tasks in the Eurosystem could deviate considerably, particularly

because of the euro area wide consequences of the manifestation of sys-

temic risks. 

The practical allocation of tasks and responsibilities as it relates to the

LoLR role in the euro countries between ECB and national central banks

only became clear in 1999. At the presentation of the 1998 annual report

(October 26, 1999) then ECB-president Duisenberg commented that on

the part of the ECB “there is a clearly articulated capability and willing-

ness to act if really necessary” (Duisenberg, as reported in Vives, 2001).

He added on the procedural issue that “The main guiding principle within

the Eurosystem with reference to the provision of emergency liquidity to

individual financial institutions is that the competent national central bank

would be responsible for providing such assistance to those institutions

operating within its jurisdiction”. For a general liquidity crisis in the pay-

ment system Duisenberg indicated that a direct involvement of the ECB

could be expected.12 The latter is directly in line with the mandate of the

ECB that stipulates its role in the smooth functioning of the payment sys-

tem (Article 105(2) of the Maastricht Treaty).13

This interpretation of the LoLR role of the ECB and the national cen-

tral banks is in line with the rather flexible wording of the role of the ECB

in the Treaty. The LoLR function is primarily a national responsibility, and

the provision of liquidity support is under the responsibility and liability of
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11 Problems include the mighty role of credit rating agencies, the dependence on monoliners, etc.; see Boot,
Milbourn and Schmeits (2006) for an analysis of the growing importance of credit rating agencies for the
functioning of financial markets.

12 I am not distinguishing in the text between the European System of Central Banks (ESCB), which is the
Eurosystem that Duisenberg is referring to, and the ECB. This simplification is not totally correct because
the relevant decision making body at the center is the ESCB, and not the ECB as standalone organization.

13 See also Schinasi and Teixeira (2005).



national central banks. Nevertheless, also the ECB could engage in liquidi-

ty support, though it uses stricter collateral requirements. Moreover, the

scope of the LoLR involvement at the ECB level is restrained by the lack of

fiscal authority at the European level.

3.3. EVALUATION OF LoLR ARRANGEMENTS

The central role of individual national central banks in LoLR activities and

the secondary role of the ECB is somewhat curious. Systemic concerns at

the EU level, the increasing integration of the EU economies and the

introduction of the common currency (euro) would seem to dictate a

more well-defined LoLR role at the level of the ECB. However, one may

argue that national central banks are often better able to assess the

immediate liquidity needs of local financial institutions. This may well be

valid, but only addresses the practical operational organization of the

LoLR role. It does not explain why the responsibility of LoLR support is

left to national central banks. 

The right way of looking at this is that political considerations have

led to these arrangements. In particular, the Maastricht Treaty may have

tried to prevent the emergence of an overly powerful ECB at the expense

of national central banks. I do not think that there is a much deeper

rationale for this, and I am reluctant to put forward more sinister argu-

ments. For example, one could argue that preserving these powers locally

serves the desire of national authorities to have better control over their

home country financial institutions via the national central bank. This may

well be the case. Such local power could help defend these ‘national

interests’ when a crisis would occur. This would not be without cost since

it would cast doubt on the desired independence of central banks.

Nevertheless, I would more readily subscribe to the idea that a desire to

protect national sovereignty has prevented national authorities from

agreeing to more powerful EU and Euro area institutions.

Also the lack of fiscal powers at the European level is in part, or

mostly, motivated by the same balance between national sovereignty and

effective EU decision making. This lack of fiscal authority has made it

more complicated for the ECB to assume broader powers in the LoLR role.

That is, liquidity support is often provided in circumstances where losses

may occur; the question then comes up who is responsible for these loss-

es.

To complicate this picture even further, the decentralized and frag-

mented nature of EU-banking supervision, with primary responsibilities at

the level of individual member states, and only a coordinating and facili-

tating role at the EU level, in all likelihood further reduces the power of
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the ECB vis-à-vis the national central banks. National central banks in

practice will be a natural partner to the primary local supervisory agencies.

Indeed, in many countries the national central bank is also the local super-

visory agency. Important in this respect are also the national – home-

country – linked deposit insurance arrangements. Again, national authori-

ties are in charge and the national treasury incurs the (contingent) finan-

cial obligations.

These contingent financial obligations combined with the absence of

fiscal powers at the EU level, are a strong obstacle for the further central-

ization of both supervision at the EU level and LoLR responsibilities in the

ECB. The well known motto, “who foots the bill decides”, underscores

the existing decentralized focus. I see no reason why this would be differ-

ent here. The contribution of Goodhart and Schoenmaker to this work-

shop addresses this important financial matter.

4. Are current arrangements sustainable? 

The resulting patchwork of national supervision and European-wide coor-

dination has so far upheld itself reasonably well. The key questions are,

however, how this system will work in crisis situations, and to what extent

it accomplishes the efficiency objectives of regulation and supervision in

general. In crisis situations important concerns can be raised about the

adequacy of information sharing and cooperation between the various

supervisors, the European Central Bank and the national central banks. In

particular, in such situations the question about who will be in charge

might become very urgent. Potential tensions can easily be envisioned

between supervisory agencies, national central banks and the ECB. 

Policy makers are aware of these issues. For example, the new

Directive on Financial Conglomerates gives the home country supervisor

the single coordinating responsibility in all member states for group-wide

supervision of the financial conglomerate. Issues of financial stability how-

ever remain the responsibility of the host countries. 

The question is how to coordinate these potentially diverse interests.

Particularly in crisis situations these issues are of paramount importance.

The core message of the second Brouwer-report (EFC, 2001) was that no

mechanism was in place to coordinate in case of such crisis. For that rea-

son a Memorandum of Understanding between virtually all European

national central banks and supervisors was formulated that specifies prin-

ciples and procedures for cooperation in crisis management situations

(ECB, 2003). The fiscal side, in particular the budgetary obligations

imposed on member states in case of bail-outs, however also requires the

approval of national finance ministries that have to incur the potential
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financial obligations. In a follow-up Memorandum of Understanding

these finance ministries were also included (ECB, 2005).

Several questions can be raised about the efficiency of the arrange-

ments in general. The decentralized structure may give rise to potential

conflicts of interest between the national authorities and ‘outsiders’. For

example, national authorities might be prone to TBTF (too-big-to-fail)

rescues.14 Alternatively, national authorities may not sufficiently appreci-

ate (that is, internalize) the disrupting consequences that a domestic bank

failure could have in other countries. Efficiency might be hampered in

other ways as well. For example, the national scope of supervision may

help encourage the emergence of ‘national champions’. More fundamen-

tally, the decentralized structure could give rise to level playing field and

regulatory arbitrage issues.

Casual observation and reasoning would seem to suggest that inte-

gration and further coordination (if not centralization of authority) of

both regulation and supervision might yield substantial efficiency gains

not only for the supervisory authorities but also, and maybe more impor-

tantly, for the supervised financial institutions themselves. There are cur-

rently more than 35 supervisory authorities responsible for prudential

supervision in the EU, and a typical large financial institution might have

to report to more than 20 supervisors (Pearson, 2003).

Yet, practical considerations suggest that a full integration of all regu-

latory and supervisory functions at the European level may not (yet) be

feasible. While it is clear that regulatory and supervisory integration needs

to keep pace with the development of the size and the cross-border foot-

print of the covered banks, the heterogeneity of underlying supervisory

systems and the implied costs of integration should not be underestimat-

ed. An interesting illustration is the evidence reported by Barth, Caprio

and Levine (2002) on the variation across the European Union countries

in supervisory institutions and practices. Their conclusion is that superviso-

ry arrangements within the EU are as diverse as in the rest of the world.

Also, illustrating this point further, the EU countries are current or former

standard bearers of all major legal origins. A vast literature now docu-

ments how legal origin matters for the shape and functioning of the

financial system (see La Porta, et al, 1998).15

While common sense suggests that ultimately a more integrated re-

gulatory and supervisory structure is desirable16, the way we would get
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14 One could replace too-big-to-fail with too-big-to-close to emphasize that replacing management, wiping
out equity holders, etc. could still be done to mitigate moral hazard. 

15 Bank regulation and supervisory practices differ also considerably between civil and common law countries,
with a more flexible and responsive approach in the latter.

16 Actually, some theoretical work points at the potential value of competition between regulators, see also
Kane (1988).
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there is far from clear. The Lamfalussy approach may bring us in the right

direction but it does not provide for authority at the pan-European level.

Indeed, practical considerations, including political concerns, dictate for

now a fragmented structure on which a coordination layer needs to be

super-imposed; the lead regulator model is one example of that.17

However, the struggle for an efficient pan-European coordination

and integration of regulation and supervision is more then just a practical

issue that will be sorted out over time. Two things stand out. The first is

that the scope of regulation and supervision needs to be contained.

Effective supervision and regulation – given the mushrooming cross-sector

and cross-border footprint – requires a better demarcation of safety and

systemic concerns.18 The cross-sector integration of financial institutions

and the ever more seamless integration of financial markets and institu-

tions have enormously broadened the scope of regulation and the poten-

tial sources of systemic risk. 

This also relates to the issue of fire-walls. For example, does a sub-

sidiary structure reduce systemic concerns? I do not think that an answer

is readily available. More generally, what type of constraints, if any,

should be put on the corporate structure of financial institutions? While

we tend to think of further deregulation in the financial sector possibly

leading to even bigger and broader financial institutions, it is far from

clear what the future will bring. In any case, changes in the industrial

structure of the financial sector are of paramount importance for the

design and effectiveness of regulation and supervision.19 If these issues

cannot be satisfactorily addressed, I am not very optimistic about the pos-

sibilities for effective and efficient pan-European regulation even in the

long run. 

The second issue is that very little is known about the efficiency and

effectiveness of various regulatory and supervisory structures. As Barth et

al (2003) put it, “there is very little empirical evidence on how, or indeed

whether, the structure, scope or independence of bank supervision affect

the banking industry”. Their own research suggests that the effect is at

best marginal but measurement problems are paramount. They conclude
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17 An important distinction needs to be made between business conduct regulation and prudential regulation.
I have focused on the latter. The former is closer to the functioning of financial markets and lends itself
more readily for centralization at the European level. In the context of these financial markets, the 'real'
Lamfalussy report (Committee of Wise Men, 2001) does not directly propose authority at the EU level but
it states that if its proposed approach is not successful the creation of a single EU regulatory authority
should be considered.

18 The earlier discussion on the precise source and propagation mechanism as it relates to systemic risk is
actually pointing at the same issue.

19 Earlier I referred to the concentration in the credit rating business and the importance of ratings for the
markets for structured finance (securitization). It is interesting to ask the question what impact a meltdown
of one of the main credit rating agencies would have on these markets, and what this in turn would imply
for participants in these markets.
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from this that we may thus choose to only focus on the effect that regula-

tion has on systemic issues. But also here little is known. What this means

is that we need much more work that tries to pin point the costs and ben-

efits of different regulatory and supervisory arrangements. Obviously in

the context of the widely different national supervisory arrangements the

lack of evidence does not really help in evolving to a harmonized ‘superi-

or’ model.

5. What should be done?

It is clear that further improving coordination and cooperation between

supervisory bodies makes sense. The EFC (2002) proposals (based on the

Lamfalussy approach) and the recent crisis management MoU’s (ECB,

2003, 2005) are steps in that direction. Further improvements can be

made by harmonizing accounting standards and improving procedures.

But this is not enough. Ultimately more is needed than just good inten-

tions and procedures.20 The missing command structure in EU arrange-

ments (the various MoU’s and the Lamfalussy framework) as well as that

with respect to LoLR facilities need to be addressed.

As stated already, an EU-wide regulatory and supervisory authority

cannot be expected anytime soon. The LoLR function is directly related to

crisis management, and in those circumstances a clear line of control is

most important. But accomplishing improvements and particularly chang-

ing powers between national authorities and the ECB at the center is – as

stated – a political issue. So far, whatever improvements have been made,

were predicated by crises. Indeed, crises create urgency. The BCCI crisis

was particularly important because this crisis led to willingness to address

pan-European coordination failures in supervision. It is then immediately

clear that – unless a major crisis would come about soon – there is for the

moment no urgency for change. Matters might be even worse. With no

crises in sight, complacency could set in. 

My own assessment is that current initiatives, including the lead

supervisor designation for banking groups, are improvements in the right

direction. The Lamfalussy framework I see favorably as well. It will in my

view indeed improve the efficiency of the legislative and rule-making

process, and encourage convergence in regulatory and supervisory prac-

tices. Also the less formalized cooperative initiatives like the Banking

Supervisory Committee within the ECB and the widely supported BIS ini-
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tiatives clearly put us on the path to further improvements and harmo-

nization. These initiatives facilitate a continuous process for improving the

supervisory process without having to make highly political and contro-

versial choices. This process I judge very favorably. Nevertheless, a fear for

complacency is in order. We need to continue to put improvements in

supervisory practices and cooperation among supervisors high on the

agenda, and be constantly critical about the speed, efficiency and effec-

tiveness of the process. To speak with Lamfalussy, if the process slows

down, more heavy-handed interventions should be considered.21

I am much less convinced that the same gradual process should apply

to the LoLR structure. The LoLR role is intricately linked to crisis manage-

ment, and that does not lent itself for a gradual approach or ‘soft’ agree-

ments on cooperation. While the MoU’s (ECB, 2003, 2005) help in over-

coming some of the lacunae identified in the Brouwer crisis management

report (EFC, 2001), I do not think this is a sufficient response. This is not

to say that I would criticize these MoU’s. Actually, I fully endorse them.

The 2005 MoU that addresses cooperation and information sharing

(including views and assessments) between supervisors, central banks and

finance ministries is an important document. What it does not do (and

does not intend to do) is bring the LoLR responsibility to a more central

level. To the contrary, it remains with national central banks which possi-

bly do not, and often cannot, sufficiently take into account the pan-

European systemic problems that may have arisen in a crisis situation. This

national authority then diffuses the command structure, while the LoLR

should be at the heart of crisis management.22

In my conversations with some national central bankers in the euro

area an amazing group feeling and feelings of collective responsibility are

expressed. The suggestion is that such collective feeling of responsibility

will effectively guarantee a central command structure at the ECB level

because any serious problem with potential euro area repercussions would

immediately be brought to the ECB, or more correctly the European sys-

tem of central banks (ESCB). While one should be enthusiastic about the

trust in each other and collective feeling of responsibility that has been
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21 These more positive comments on the developments in supervisory arrangements in the EU do no imply
that I fully endorse the current state of affairs. One issue that deserves much more attention is how to
address too-big-to-fail (TBTF) concerns. US practice with clear-cut timely interventions could be particularly
helpful in EU banking markets considering the massive domestic consolidation (see Eisenbeis and Kaufman,
2005).

22 In my view the central role given to national central banks is really an artifact of the past when the then
rather segmented markets allowed the local central bank to resolve a bank crisis by “forcing” the surviving
institutions to take care of the problem. This no longer works because local banks in the increasingly open
banking market do no longer feel the same responsibility for resolving problems in their home market. A
case in point is the recent failure of a very small Dutch bank with only local Dutch operations (Van Der
Hoop). Despite the potential reputation damage to the local financial sector, the (many times bigger) sur-
viving institutions were not willing to step in. A further complicating factor is that due the substantial con-
solidation in domestic markets, a typical failure might be very difficult to handle for the surviving local insti-
tutions.



created at the ECB level, one has to be careful with trusting such informal

approach when it comes to crisis management situations. Those situations

are rare, involve novel occurrences that are rather unpredictable and can

have very severe consequences for individual member states. In those si-

tuations national interests may collide with euro area wide responsibilities,

and mutual trust might not be sufficient for aligning national interests

with Euro-area interests. For this very reason a clear command structure

at the euro level is important. This would imply that the ECB should get

primary responsibility over the LoLR role.23

But is this feasible without other changes in EU arrangements?

Particularly the fragmented domestically-centered regulatory and supervi-

sory structures and the lack of fiscal authority at the EU level are proble-

matic. To start with the latter, any more serious role of the ECB in LoLR

operations (and crisis management) should go hand in hand with some

burden sharing arrangements to cover potential losses in those opera-

tions. In my view, this is doable but needs to be arranged. More proble-

matic is the fragmented supervisory arrangement. Several things can be

said about this. As already stated, only over time can this be changed. In

my view, it is important and absolutely necessary that this is dealt with.24

But for now this will just not happen for all the reasons given before. 

One could then argue is it not logical to also keep the LoLR role for

now local? That is, why not keep it close to the local supervisor?

Considering, as I have highlighted, the pan-European nature of systemic

concerns, a more central authority is needed. Local central banks could

however still continue to play an important operational role in LoLR activ-

ities. Authority at the ECB level will however give a powerful boost to

information sharing, and this could distinctly improve the efficiency and

effectiveness of the LoLR operations. 

6. Concluding thoughts

My recommendation is to grant the ECB explicitly responsibility over the

LoLR function; national central banks would then get a more operational

role. This recommendation is not new. Several authors have suggested

this (see Lannoo, 2002, and Vives, 2001). However, as I have indicated,

the lack of fiscal authority at the European level makes this difficult.
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23 Let me emphasize that trust and feelings of collective responsibility between national central banks and
ECB even then remain important. Much of the information will come from the national level, and trust is
needed to facilitate an optimal flow of information. This implies in the broader context of the 2003 and
2005 MoU's as well. Without trust and collective feelings of responsibility one cannot expect the good
intentions with respect to information sharing in those MoU's to be of much value.

24 This does not mean that there will not be a role for local supervisors in the future. Local supervisors will
always play a role because of the proximity to local institutions which could offer information advantages.
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Burden sharing arrangements are needed, and have to be arranged. As

with the centralization of supervisory and regulatory responsibilities in

Europe, the political feasibility of a centralized LoLR responsibility remains

an issue to be dealt with. I alluded to this earlier.25 The EU Treaty does

allow for a heavier role of the ECB in LoLR operations,26 so the true issue

might be to get agreement within the decision making body at the ECB

(the European System of Central Banks, ESCB). 

An important question is whether there is a downside to a more cen-

tralized LoLR responsibility? Would this compromise the independence of

the ECB? For example, political pressure (also via Ecofin) to provide liquid-

ity support in the case of a bank crisis might become more intense. One

could argue that this type of pressure has always been present in central

banking, and is actually much more intense for national central banks. A

related concern is that the heavier LoLR role could intensify the potential

conflict between financial stability and monetary policy objectives within

the ECB. It is hard to assess the importance of this argument. The current

arrangement already has this potential conflict (and one could argue

about the importance of this conflict between objectives, see Issing,

2003). 

On the positive side – apart from the benefits related to a more cen-

tral command structure (see section 5) – I see several other potential

advantages:

i. More prudent use of the LoLR facility (see Vives, 2001 and Lannoo,

2002).

ii. Extra urgency on communication between the ECB on the one hand

and national central banks and supervisory agencies on the other.

National authorities could be more willing to share information with

the ECB (only then support can be expected). Thus, self interest may

facilitate the information exchange. 

iii. It might be a catalyst for further reforms in pan-European supervi-

sion. In particular, a stronger position of the ECB could induce the EU

(and Ecofin) to strengthen the role of the EU in supervision to ‘count-

er’ the enhanced power of the ECB. This would probably be positive

because it would reduce the fragmentation in supervision, speed up

convergence and enhance coordination. In a sense it would add

urgency to the Lamfalussy process. 
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25 National governments could find LoLR control at the national central banks convenient in the case of a cri-
sis, particularly when financial difficulties threaten large domestic financial institution. This already suggests
that national control could worsen TBTF incentives, and possibly also compromise the role of national cen-
tral banks in crisis management (i.e. they would be 'forced' in providing LoLR support also in the case of
solvency problems). 

26 Also the ECB statute allows for a more dominant role of the ECB with respect to the LoLR function.
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The latter benefit might at first blush sound tangential, but actually be a

very important one. We need a catalyst for further European regulatory

and supervisory integration for the financial sector. Expanding the powers

of the ECB could be such catalyst.

Whatever path will be chosen, the integration of financial supervision

and regulation will be far from easy. Resolving the fundamental issues

related to the scope of regulation, and, to a lesser extent, our understand-

ing about the costs and benefits of different arrangements (see the previ-

ous section), would help. Being pragmatic is important in this debate;

first-best-choices are not in sight.
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Pan-European banks are starting to emerge, while arrangements for

financial supervision and stability are still nationally rooted. This raises

the issue who should bear the burden of any proposed recapitalisation in

the event of failures in large cross-border banks. A recapitalisation is effi-

cient if the social benefits (preserving systemic stability) exceed the cost

of recapitalisation. Using the multi-country model of Freixas (2003), we

show that ex post negotiations on burden sharing lead to an underprovi-

sion of recapitalisations.

Against this background, we explore different ex ante burden sha-

ring mechanisms. The first is a general scheme financed from the

seigniorage of participating central banks (generic burden sharing). The

second relates the burden to the location of the assets of the bank to be

recapitalised (specific burden sharing). As the specific scheme gives a

better alignment of costs and benefits, it is better able to overcome the

co-ordination failure. Finally, decision-making procedures are required

for the administration of an ex ante burden sharing mechanism.

1. Introduction

The establishment of a single, unified European financial system, plus a

common eurozone currency, raises the issue of the appropriate level (fe-

deral or national) for managing financial stability. The emergence of pan-

European banks has stimulated the debate on European arrangements for

financial supervision and stability. The search for an appropriate division

of labour between home and host supervisors in the European Union is

part of this debate. The fiscal competence to deal with banking crises is

inter-related with the banking supervisory function. It is not possible to

move on one of these without the other (Goodhart, 2004).
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The fiscal costs of resolving a banking crisis can be large. In a world-

wide sample of 40 banking crisis episodes, Honohan and Klingebiel

(2003) find that governments spent on average 13% of national GDP to

clean up the financial system. To clarify our position, the preferred route

to solving a banking failure is a private sector solution. The use of public

money should only be considered when the social benefits (in the form of

preventing a wider banking crisis) exceed the costs of recapitalisation via

taxpayers' money. The issue at stake in the European context is that not

only national, but also cross-border, externalities should be taken into

account in the decision-making process. The need for European arrange-

ments ultimately depends on the intensity of cross-border externalities

from bank failures within the EU (Schoenmaker and Oosterloo, 2005).

The aim of the paper is to explore possible mechanisms for fiscal bur-

den sharing in a banking crisis in Europe. The choice of mechanism for fis-

cal burden sharing is a political decision. The first mechanism could be a

general fund to shoulder the burden of recapitalisation. This general fund

could be financed from the seigniorage of the ECB (and of central banks

from out-countries). Countries pay their relative share in the fund from

their seigniorage. The main advantage of this system is that the costs of

recapitalisation are smoothed over countries (and over time). There are,

however, serious problems with this approach, not least that there is little

(political) enthusiasm for cross-border fiscal transfers. The second mecha-

nism involves specific burden sharing. In this scheme, only countries in

which the problem bank is conducting business contribute to the burden

sharing. A country’s contribution can be related to the share of the prob-

lem bank’s business in that country. In this way, cross-border transfers are

largely avoided. Both schemes are subject to the free-rider problem.

Countries that do not sign up to burden sharing nevertheless profit from

burden sharing, as the stability of the European financial system is a pub-

lic good.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give a short

overview of developments in financial supervision and stability. Section 3

contains the core of the paper. We first explain the possibility of co-ordi-

nation failure in crisis management in a multi-country setting. Next, we

explore different mechanisms for ex ante burden sharing to overcome the

co-ordination failure. The mechanisms are illustrated with numerical

examples. In Section 4, we discuss briefly the decision-making framework

for crisis management. The final section provides a conclusion.
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2. Developments in financial supervision and
stability

Large (cross-border) banks are emerging in Europe. Schoenmaker and

Oosterloo (2005) document a statistically significant upward trend of

emerging European banking groups in the period from 2000 till 2003.

Until recently, there were just a few regional cross-border banks in retail,

such as Nordea and Fortis. Other cross-border operations were mostly

wholesale, often involving securities and derivatives operations in London.

However, retail mergers are starting to take off. Examples are Santander-

Abbey National in 2004 and Unicredito-HypoVereins and ABN AMRO-

Antonveneta in 2005. Cross-border banking occurs across the EU and is

not confined to the eurozone. London, and the UK, are central players.

We argue therefore that EU-wide solutions rather than eurozone solutions

are needed, following the legal framework of the EU banking directives.

The emergence of pan-European banks has implications for the role

of both home country and host country authorities. Functions such as risk

management, treasury and internal audit are increasingly run on a group-

wide basis at headquarters. These banks ask, for efficiency reasons, for a

single supervisor for the whole bank, including the separately licensed

subsidiaries. This reinforces the role of the home supervisor. Next, banks

with headquarters in one EU country can have a large presence in other

EU countries. This was not the case at the start of the single market for

financial services, but is now starting to occur, particularly in the new

Member States. Between 40 and 90% of the banking systems in the new

Member States are foreign owned – mostly by West-European banks

(ECB, 2005). Host country authorities have a legitimate interest in the

financial stability of their market.

What are the implications of these trends? The home supervisor will

have an EU-wide coverage as consolidating supervisor, but the home

country may want to confine the costs of a possible recapitalisation to the

bank’s home operations and national depositors. The home country may

thus not be prepared to pay for the rescue of the bank’s presence and

depositors in other EU countries. The problem becomes more acute for

large banks in small countries. The cost relative to the fiscal budget may

be large in small countries, so the home country simply cannot bear the

full burden alone (Dermine, 2000).2 But this problem is also relevant for

large banks in larger countries. There seems to be an assumption that the

home country will pay in full, because of the home country principle for
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supervision. This assumption is, we suspect, wrong, as national authorities

are not inclined to make cross-border transfers. And even if they were to

propose doing so, national parliaments may demand that tax-payers

moneys are only used for domestic purposes.

Working on such a false (optimistic?) assumption could aggravate a

crisis, as it might slowly become clear in the course of a crisis that the

national authorities were prepared to cover only the domestic parts of

their international banks. History shows that countries are not likely to

bail out foreign depositors. An example is the rescue of the Italian bank

Banco Ambrosiano in 1982. While the rescue operation covered the

Italian operations, the Luxembourg subsidiary was originally not included

(Goodhart and Schoenmaker, 1995).

It may be becoming increasingly difficult for a host country to ma-

nage financial stability, as the home supervisor takes all the main decisions

on supervisory and stability matters. As explained more fully in the next

section, Freixas (2003) has modelled the co-ordination between national

authorities in crisis management.3 His model indicates an underprovision

of recapitalisation facilities in the case of improvised co-ordination. Ex

post bargaining will lead to co-ordination failure. In theory, the problem

for host countries only concerns branches. But banks manage their sub-

sidiaries increasingly as dependent parts of the parent bank and prefer to

avoid solo supervision of the subsidiary by the host country (in addition to

consolidated supervision by the home country). Given that many key

functions of international banks have become centralised, it could be

extremely difficult for a host country to keep a subsidiary alive independ-

ently of the parent bank, even should it be willing in principle to do so.

Before moving to solutions for home-host co-ordination, we note

that early closure of problem banks would reduce the problem. There is

an early precedent in European banking in the 18th and 19th centuries. An

important feature of the free banking system in Scotland was unlimited

liability (White, 1984). Unlimited liability provided shareholders with an

incentive to behave prudently. Shareholders thus had an incentive to tack-

le problems timely, including, if needed, to close the bank. A more recent

example of early closure is the prompt corrective action scheme (FDICIA)

in the USA (Benston and Kaufman, 1997), which provides for a graduated

series of sanctions that first may and then must be applied by the regula-

tors to floundering banks. Finally, if capital drops below 2%, shareholders

can recapitalise the bank, otherwise authorities will take it over and deal

with it as appropriate. Early closure of problem banks would also be useful
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in the EU (see also the European Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee

(2005) for a similar proposal). A concern has been that early closure of a

bank, before it becomes patently insolvent, could be held to be tanta-

mount to the expropriation of shareholder value. A riposte to this is that,

under FDICIA, shareholders still have the option of recapitalising their

bank. Moreover, supervisors have a duty to shut banks that appear

unsafe. Finally, if bank assets do turn out to be more valuable than (fixed

interest) bank liabilities, this excess would be available for the sharehold-

ers.

To improve home-host co-ordination, we believe that the home

supervisor should have an EU-wide mandate, but that, to incorporate

their interests, host countries should also be involved. An example can be

found in the Capital Requirements Directive (incorporating Basle II into

European legislation). Responding to the centralisation and integration of

risk management at banks’ headquarters, the CRD has a provision that

the consolidating or home supervisor can approve the internal model of a

bank after 6 months of discussion with the host supervisors.4 This may

create an incentive problem, the so-called hold-up problem. The home

supervisor waits 6 months and then takes his own decision.

To solve this latter problem, a committee could be established to

intermediate between home and host supervisors. For example, the rele-

vant European bodies (President of the ECB, Chairman of CEBS and

Commissioner for DG Internal Market) could appoint a five to seven

member committee. Members should be appointed on the basis of job

profiles and proven expertise. The host countries would have a right to

appeal to this committee. To avoid having one country persistently

appealing, appeals might normally need to come from at least two coun-

tries. The committee could then publish its findings in full to the members

(thereby including the grounds of the conclusions), while only the conclu-

sions would be made fully public. This is a policy of ‘naming and sham-

ing’, as there would be no legal framework for sanctions.

A more formalised system would be the creation of a supranational

body. A central European Financial Authority, in tandem with the national

financial supervisors, would form a European System of Financial

Supervisors. In this system, the home country takes the lead for EU-wide

operations of banks, but incorporates the input from host countries. If the

home country is held to be failing to do this job effectively, and/or is criti-

cised by the host country(ies), the central European Financial Authority

could overrule the home supervisor and take decisions (see Schoenmaker
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and Oosterloo, 2006 for further details). Such a European System of

Financial Supervisors could lead to duplication between the central body

and the national supervisors. Moreover, the political appetite for this type

of solution is currently limited.

3. Mechanisms for fiscal burden sharing

The fiscal costs of resolving a banking crisis can be large. In a world-wide

sample of 40 banking crisis episodes, Honohan and Klingebiel (2003) find

that governments spent on average 13% of national GDP to clean up the

financial system. Scandinavia and Japan, for example, experienced a

severe banking crisis in the 1990s. While the Scandinavian crisis amoun-

ted to a fiscal cost of 8% of GDP, the long-drawn-out Japanese crisis

added up to a total fiscal cost of 20% of GDP. There are also broader,

real, costs to the welfare of the economy. Hoggarth et al (2002) find that

the cumulative output losses incurred during crisis periods are roughly

15–20% of GDP. In this paper, we do not take a view on whether public

sector recapitalisations (in effect, temporary nationalisation) are desirable

or not. We work on the assumption that authorities would want to reca-

pitalise one or more problem banks if the social benefits (in the form of

preserving systemic stability) exceed the costs of the recapitalisation; this

has, after all, been the historical experience.

In a multi-country setting, the costs of such recapitalisation can be

shared between countries. Freixas (2003) shows in a model that ex post

negotiations on burden sharing lead to an underprovision of recapitalisa-

tions. Countries have an incentive to understate their share of the prob-

lem so as to incur a smaller share in the costs. This leaves the largest

country, almost always the home country, with the decision whether to

shoulder the costs on its own or to let the bank close, and possibly be li-

quidated. Freixas (2003) labels this mechanism, which reflects the current

arrangements in Europe, as improvised co-operation. At the outset, we

note that burden sharing in the case of an international banking crisis is a

general problem. The Freixas model applies to any multi-country setting.

We confine our search for solutions to the European setting, as a jurisdic-

tion is available in the EU to implement binding agreements amongst

nation states. Treaties with a wider coverage of states can, of course, be

signed, but there is no international enforcement mechanism. 

The policy question is whether to do nothing (and keep the current

arrangements with a likely underprovision of recapitalisations) or to move

to arrangements at the European level. The trends described in Section 2

illustrate that this policy question is becoming more acute. On the one

hand, the role of the home authorities is increasing because of the cen-
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tralisation of key management functions. On the other hand, the cross-

border presence of banks is rising, notably in the 10 new member states

but also in the former 15 member states, while the tools for host authori-

ties to manage financial stability remain limited.

The purpose of this paper is to explore ex ante mechanisms for bur-

den sharing in Europe to overcome the co-ordination failure in ex post

negotiations. Some would argue that, to counter moral hazard, crisis

management arrangements for lender of last resort and solvency support

should not be specified in advance. We agree that constructive ambiguity

regarding the decision to recapitalise, or not, can be useful to contain

moral hazard. But the model of Freixas (2003) demonstrates that addi-

tional ambiguity over burden sharing would lead to fewer recapitalisations

than is socially optimal. Our goal is to attain the same clarity at the

European level as we currently have at the national level. At the national

level, the financial risk of support operations, if any, is carried by the mi-

nistry of finance and the central bank, which therefore decide these oper-

ations. Clarity at the European level about how to share the costs among

treasuries (and central banks) does not increase moral hazard.

Another view, expressed at the Riksbank Workshop5 at which this

paper was initially presented, was that the support for failing banks that

are too big to close should come from insurance, rather than from public

sector use of taxpayers’ funds. The argument was that the authorities

should identify such ‘systemic’ banks and require them to pay premia (in

addition to existing deposit insurance) into a special European Deposit

Insurance Fund (EDIC), which might be topped up, if necessary, via rein-

surance. This Fund should then be able to handle all but the most

extreme tail events.

There would, however, be a transitional problem while the EDIC was

initially accumulating premium income; what if the crisis came early?

Moreover, crises affecting banks are commonly macro-economic and ge-

neral in nature, following asset market collapses and economic down-

turns, rather than individual and idiosyncratic (Scandinavia rather than

Barings). In other words, such crises are not easily diversifiable events, but

contagious epidemics. For such reasons, deposit insurance schemes have

at times run out of funds (as did the FSLIC in the USA) and, more gener-

ally, lack credibility without the ultimate back-up of pledged government

support. While we have some sympathy for the concept of an (additional)

EDIC, we nevertheless believe that this only takes the issue of burden

sharing back one step. In order to establish a credible EDIC, it would be
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necessary to decide how the burden of meeting shortfalls from the calls

upon its funds could be met.

When designing ex ante mechanisms for burden sharing, the follow-

ing issues arise. First, should all countries join in the burden sharing (in a

banking crisis, every country pays relative to its size) or only the countries

involved (countries pay relative to the national presence of the problem

bank)? Second, should the burden be shared according to a fixed or a

flexible key (accommodating the specific circumstances)? In this paper, we

explore two main mechanisms for ex ante agreement on burden sharing

at the European level:

1. A general fund to shoulder the burden, financed from the seigniorage

of the ECB (and of other central banks). All countries contribute

according to a fixed key in this scheme;

2. Specific sharing of the burden, financed directly by the involved

countries according to some key reflecting the geographic spread of

the business of the failing bank.

The working of the mechanisms will be illustrated with examples of sha-

ring the burden for the recapitalisation of a large European bank. Table 1

provides some details on the 30 largest banks in Europe. The micro-prob-

lems likely to cause the failure of a large bank are threefold: 1) accounting

problems leading to a wrong presentation (i.e. overstating) of the value of

assets; 2) one-off frauds (e.g. Barings in Singapore); 3) large creditor

defaults if banks fail to diversify appropriately (e.g. Crédit Lyonnais’ expo-

sure to the film industry in Hollywood).

Our results with one bank can easily be generalised to multiple

banks. However, moving to the mode of a full-blown banking crisis

makes the differences between the mechanisms less relevant and macro-

economic factors, such as a deep recession or large terms of trade decline,

come into play (see, for example, Caprio and Klingebiel, 1997; Kaminsky

and Reinhart, 1999; Honohan and Klingebiel, 2003). During such crisis

periods, the authorities (government and central bank) will need to stand

behind the banks and implicitly or explicitly guarantee their deposits to

restore confidence in the financial system. This was the experience of the

Scandinavian authorities during the 1990s.

3.1 GENERAL FUND

In the first mechanism, a European fund could be set up to shoulder the

burden of a recapitalisation. This fund would be financed ex post by a

part of the seigniorage of the ECB. Goodhart and Smith (1993) advocated
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using such seigniorage as a source of funding for the EU’s federal budget.

There is no need to have a pre-funded (ex ante) fund, if receipts are

invested nationally (Ricardian equivalence). Whereas there could be some

advantages in building up a masse de manoeuvre in advance, there are

strong political arguments against, since such ex ante contributions would

raise the measured fiscal deficit. During a crisis, bonds are issued by the

ECB to finance the recapitalisation. These borrowed moneys are used to

recapitalise the failing bank. This would cover the full nominal value

needed for the rescue. The annual servicing costs of the bonds would be
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TABLE 1. TOP 30 EUROPEAN BANKS (2004 FIGURES)
Tier 1
Capital Assets

Bank (Country) in € bn in € bn h (%) e (%)

1. HSBC (UK) 49.4 937.4 32 11

2. Crédit Agricole (France) 46.5 912.6 77 15

3. Royal Bank of Scotland (UK) 32.2 821.9 68 10

4. HBOS (UK) 26.9 557.7 90 5

5. BNP Paribas (France) 26.2 905.9 41 28

6. Santander Central Hispano (Spain) 24.4 575.4 37 52

7. Barclays Bank (UK) 23.6 728.4 75 5

8. Rabobank Group (Netherlands) 22.6 475.1 72 9

9. ING Bank (Netherlands) 21.1 616.5 48 37

10. UBS (Switzerland) 20.1 1125.5 11 33

11. ABN AMRO Bank (Netherlands) 19.8 608.6 36 22

12. Deutsche Bank (Germany) 18.7 840.0 25 41

13. Groupe Caisse d’Epargne (France) 18.4 543.9 50 38

14. Société Générale (France) 18.4 601.1 56 24

15. Crédit Mutuel (France) 18.2 387.3 n.a. n.a.

16. Lloyds TSB Group (UK) 16.6 396.7 94 3

17. Credit Suisse Group (Switzerland) 15.9 706.8 21 33

18. HypoVereinsbank (Germany) 15.7 467.4 56 40

19. Banca Intesa (Italy) 15.6 274.6 71 20

20. Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (Spain) 14.7 311.1 78 3

21. Fortis Bank (Belgium) 14.3 484.1 57 32

22. Groupe Banques Populaires (France) 13.4 250.4 n.a. n.a.

23. Unicredit (Italy) 11.9 265.8 70 21

24. Dexia (Belgium) 11.0 389.1 12 65

25. SanPaolo IMI (Italy) 10.9 211.1 79 16

26. Nordea Group (Sweden) 10.6 276.0 30 67

27. Commerzbank (Germany) 10.5 424.9 75 15

28. KBC Bank (Belgium) 9.8 249.2 40 22

29. Bayerische Landesbank (Germany) 9.4 324.8 72 14

30. Caja de Ahorros y Pen. de Barcelona (Spain) 8.4 113.1 n.a. n.a.

Average top 30 banks 19.2 526.1 55 25

Source: Top 1000 World Banks, The Banker, July 2005 for Tier 1 Capital and Assets; Update of Schoenmaker
and Oosterloo (2005) for division of assets between home country and rest of Europe.

Notes: Banks are ranked according to ‘capital strength’ (Tier 1 Capital as of year-end 2004). Home is defined as
a bank’s assets in its home country (denoted by h); rest of Europe is defined as a bank’s assets in other
European countries (denoted by e); rest of world is defined as a bank’s assets outside Europe (figures not
shown). The three categories add up to 100%. The abbreviation ‘n.a.’ means ‘not available’.
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paid from the seigniorage fund and born by the governments. First, inte-

rest on the outstanding bonds (flow) is paid out of the fund. Second, any

loss on the bonds (stock) is also paid out of the fund. This is a sinking

fund for the amortization of losses. Each participating country would pay

into the fund, as and when needed, according to its relative share of the

seigniorage proceeds. The relative shares can be determined with the ECB

capital key for sharing the monetary income of the eurozone countries

(see table A.1 in Annex 1). The ECB capital key for a country is the arith-

metic average of a country’s share in total GDP and its share in total po-

pulation. In Box 1 we illustrate the working of the general fund. The gen-

eral fund mechanism is akin to a rescue by the ECB, which would then

need to be backed explicitly by the national governments (possibly via the

NCBs).6

Box 1. Numerical example of a general fund for burden sharing

The general fund mechanism is an example of generic burden sharing by

countries (proportional to the size of the participating countries). The

costs of recapitalisation are smoothed over the participating countries,

irrespective of the location of the failing bank. In addition, the costs are

smoothed over time. From a macro-economic perspective, these smooth-

ing mechanisms are positive.
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6 While a central bank can create unlimited amounts of liquidity, its capacity to absorb losses is limited to its
capital (Goodhart and Schoenmaker, 1995). To give the ECB a credible role in rescues (lender of last resort
and/or recapitalisation), its capital needs to be explicitly underwritten by the national governments.

The working of a general fund for burden sharing can be illustrated with a numerical
example for a possible recapitalisation of a representative European bank. We make the
following assumptions:

1. There is a large loss: equity is wiped out and there is negative equity of half of tier 1
capital;

2. Adequate recapitalisation requires the restoration of tier 1 capital;
3. In a worst case scenario, the write down is the full negative equity with a margin of 1/4

of tier 1 capital;
4. Write down is over a period of 4 years (given a loss of this extent, it will take at least 3

to 4 years to restore the bank to health and sell it back to the private sector);
5. Annual interest is 5%;
6. Tier 1 capital of a ‘representative’ European bank is €20 bn (average of top 30 banks

in table 1);
7. All EU countries join the general fund.

The ECB needs to issue €30 bn of bonds to recover the negative equity of €10 bn and to
restore tier 1 capital of €20 bn. The annual interest payment on the bonds is €1.5 bn. The
sinking fund for write down is €15 bn. The annual write down is €3.75 bn. These
amounts add to a total annual cost for countries of €5.25 bn. Countries that join the
burden sharing scheme pay this amount out of their seigniorage according to the ECB
capital key (see table A.1). The annual contribution is, for example, €0.78 bn (14.9% of
€5.25 bn) for France and €1.11 bn (21.1% of €5.25 bn) for Germany.

The general fund
mechanism is an
example of generic
burden sharing by
countries (proportional
to the size of the
participating countries).
In addition, the costs
are smoothed over
time.



However, we see three major problems with such a general fund

mechanism.7 First, this construction will lead to international transfers

between countries (a country may have to contribute its share to the

recapitalisation of a problem bank that does not operate in its jurisdic-

tion). Countries are not keen to sign up for schemes with built-in trans-

fers, unless there is strong political commitment for solidarity (e.g. devel-

opment aid and, less so, European regional funds). Second, general bur-

den sharing generates adverse selection and moral hazard problems.

Countries with weak banking systems profit over countries with strong

banking systems. Therefore, countries with strong banks are less inclined

to sign up (adverse selection). As the link between payment for a recapi-

talisation and responsibility for ex ante supervision is weakened, supervi-

sory authorities may feel less of an incentive to provide an adequate level

of supervisory effort (moral hazard). Third, burden sharing arrangements

are subject to the free-rider problem. Countries that do not sign up to

burden sharing still benefit from it, as the stability of the European finan-

cial system is a public good.

There are also some technical issues. What happens if the fund is

exhausted? Box 1 illustrates that a large bank can be saved at a moderate

annual cost for countries. The general fund can thus shoulder the recapi-

talisation of a few large banks. Multiple, contagious bank failures are a

different case, as explained above. The authorities will then need to take

more drastic action to restore confidence in the financial system.

Moreover, the authorities may also need to take measures, such as reduc-

tions in interest rates, to counter the macro-economic causes of the bank-

ing crisis. Another issue is what to do with countries outside the euro-

zone? We do not see a problem. The integration of European financial

markets, as well as its regulatory backing, is EU-wide. All EU countries

('in’ or ‘out’) can decide to join the burden sharing arrangement. This can

only be done on an ex ante basis. If out-countries join the arrangement,

their seigniorage is then notionally included in the fund. The General

Council of the ECB (or a committee reporting to the General Council) is

then the relevant decision-making body at the ECB (see section 4 on deci-

sion-making details). It is even conceivable that non-EU countries, such as

Switzerland, might want to join. Switzerland has large banks (UBS and

Credit Suisse in the top 30) with an equally large cross-border presence in

Europe.
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7 A problem, not discussed here, is that the general fund mechanism may violate the EU Treaty's prohibition
on monetary financing.
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3.2. SPECIFIC SHARING

In the second mechanism, the burden is shared only by countries in which

the failing bank is present. Each involved country pays its ‘relevant’ part

of the burden. A key can be designed to reflect the relative presence of

the problem bank in the different countries. Sullivan (1994) has examined

three indicators – assets, income and employees – for measuring the geo-

graphic segmentation of international firms. Using just a single indicator

increases the margin for error, as the indicator could, for example, be

more susceptible to external shocks. Sullivan (1994) has developed the

Transnationality Index, which is calculated as an unweighted average of

(i) foreign assets to total assets, (ii) foreign income to total income, and

(iii) foreign employment to total employment.

The selection of an adequate key should be related to the aim of a

possible rescue (i.e. the social benefits). We see two main aims. The first is

to mitigate effects on the real economy. The second is to mitigate the

impact on the wider financial system (contagion). We do not include a

third objective of helping depositors. Mandatory deposit insurance

already exists in the EU (with a minimum coverage of € 20,000 per

depositor) to take care of depositors. A good proxy for the real and con-

tagious effects of a bank failure is assets. On the real side, assets (includ-

ing loans) reflect the credit capacity of a bank. The availability of credit

will be disrupted in a failure. On the contagion side, assets reflect the size

of a bank. The contagious impact is (partly) related to the size of a failing

bank. To minimise the margin for error, assets can be taken from audited

accounts (see also below). We have calculated how the assets of the top

30 European banks are allocated between the home market (h), the rest

of Europe (e), and the rest of the world (w). While these three categories

add up to 100%, table 1 only shows the home market and the rest of

Europe shares. In Box 2 we illustrate the working of the specific burden

sharing scheme.

While we, therefore, argue that assets represent a better key than

deposits, there are various ways of measuring them, for example, risk-

weighted assets or not, and historic cost or market value. At this early

stage in the discussion we do not want to be too specific, except to note

that, in order to deter gaming (see below), the key should relate to the

last pre-crisis set of audited figures, not to post-crisis estimates.

An important advantage of specific sharing arrangements is that

there are almost no international transfers. Countries that experience the

benefits of the recapitalisation, also pay for it. Provided assets are a good

proxy for measuring the benefits (i.e. averting the real and contagious

effects of a bank failure), the costs and the benefits are fully aligned. The
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specific sharing scheme is also incentive compatible: the fiscal authorities

as principal will require from the supervisor as agent an optimal level of

supervisory effort.

As in the general fund scheme, however, the specific sharing is sub-

ject to a free-rider problem. This would be a problem for the United

Kingdom in particular. All major banks have a large presence in London:

24% of banking assets in the EU are located in the UK, whereas the UK’s

share in the EU economy is far smaller, 16.6% of GDP or 14.4% of the

ECB capital key (see table A.1). So it might be more difficult for the UK to

join such a specific sharing arrangement. The UK would have to pay a

sizeable proportion of such burden sharing, as can be seen in the example

of Deutsche Bank in Box 2. At the same time, the UK might also experi-

ence sizeable stability benefits from pre-arranged recapitalisations.8

Box 2. Numerical examples of specific burden sharing
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8 An issue for discussion is whether assets are a good proxy for the presence of banks in the UK. The London
operations of the major banks are primarily wholesale. This should make no difference when measuring the
contagious effects. But the real effects can be overstated as they are more related to banks' retail than
wholesale operations.

9 As only European countries join the burden sharing, the asset key needs to be rebased to the European part
(h+e). The rebased home part (h*100/(h+e)) and the rebased rest of Europe part (e*100/(h+e)) then add
up to 100 per cent.

As in the general fund
scheme, however, the

specific sharing is
subject to a free-rider

problem.

The working of a specific burden sharing program can be illustrated with a numerical
example for the possible recapitalisation of a few large European banks. Three different
banks are taken to demonstrate the specifics of each case: a pan-European bank
(Deutsche Bank), a regional bank (Nordea) and a global bank (HSBC). Again, we make
the following assumptions:

1. There is a large loss: equity is wiped out and there is negative equity of half of tier 1
capital;

2. Adequate recapitalisation requires the restoration of tier 1 capital;
3. Write down is the full negative equity with a margin of 1/4 of tier 1 capital;
4. Write down is over a period of 4 years;
5. Annual interest is 5%;
6. All EU countries join the specific burden sharing.

To rescue Deutsche Bank, the involved countries need to issue €28.1 bn of bonds. The
specific key for Deutsche (in table 1) is used to calculate the respective shares of the coun-
tries. Deutsche has 25% of its assets in Germany and 41% in the rest of Europe. The
United Kingdom accounts for over half of the assets in the rest of Europe (let’s say 21%).
So Germany needs to issue €10.6 bn of bonds, the UK €8.9 bn and certain other EU
countries €8.5 bn.9 The respective annual costs to service (interest and write down) the
bond issue are €1.86 bn for Germany, €1.56 bn for the UK and €1.49 bn for the other
EU countries.

To rescue Nordea, the involved countries need to issue €15.9 bn of bonds. Nordea has
30% of its assets in Sweden and 67% in the rest of Europe. The rest of Europe is divided
into 26% in Denmark, 21% in Finland, 15% in Norway, 1% in Poland and the Baltic
States and 4% in other EU countries. So Sweden needs to issue €4.9 bn of bonds,
Denmark €4.3 bn, Finland €3.5 bn, Norway €2.4 bn and certain other EU countries €0.8
bn. The respective annual costs to service the bond issue are €0.86 bn for Sweden, €0.75
bn for Denmark, €0.61 bn for Finland, €0.42 bn for Norway and €0.14 bn for the other
EU countries.



An important technical issue is gaming on the key. A country may have

an incentive to put pressure on a faltering bank to move assets cross-bor-

der or off-balance (securitisation) to reduce its share in any such burden

sharing. To prevent last-minute asset movements at the onset of banking

problems, we would propose to use the last audited (and published) fi-

gures on assets. Moreover, securitisation does not pose a problem if it is

properly done (i.e. the risk has really gone from the balance sheet in line

with the Basle II rules on securitisation).

Finally, there are some concerns surrounding both mechanisms. First,

there is a concern with foreign banks in small countries. What if the bank

is systemic in the host country, but not in the home country? The bank

might then not be rescued. This could be a problem for the new Member

States in particular. To alleviate this problem, the key could be made a

function of the assets of the problem bank in a country and the assets of

the problem bank in that country divided by the total assets of that coun-

try’s banking system. The small countries would then shoulder a larger

share of the burden and have an, accordingly, larger share in the vote.

However, the, mostly West-European, parent banks of the subsidiary

banks in Eastern Europe are often large retail banks that are also systemic

in the home country.

Second, it could be difficult to organise burden sharing for truly inter-

national banks which have a large part of their business outside Europe.

While only a part of the benefit will fall within Europe, the European

countries have to pay the full cost. Examples are the Swiss banks (UBS

and SBC) and HSBC (see box 2). Moreover, such mechanisms fail to

address crisis problems caused by the failures of banks headquartered

outside Europe, e.g. in the Americas, Asia or Australia. That said, the spe-

cific approach to burden sharing could be undertaken for any internatio-

nal group, not just within the EU. Indeed, the wider the set of countries

involved, the better. There would be nothing, in principle, to stop such

cross-border burden sharing arrangements being extended beyond the

EU to encompass the USA, Australia, Japan, and other willing countries.

It should be noted, however, that a legal basis is needed to create

binding ex ante burden sharing arrangements. We believe that

Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs), which are often used between

national supervisors (and central banks), will not be sufficient because
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To rescue HSBC, the involved countries need to issue €74.1 bn of bonds. HSBC has
32% of its assets in the UK and only 11% in the rest of Europe. France accounts for 5%
of the assets in the rest of Europe. So the UK needs to issue €54.8 bn of bonds, France
€8.2 bn and certain other EU countries €11.1 bn. The respective annual costs to service
the bond issue are €9.59 bn for the UK, €1.44 bn for France and €1.94 bn for the other
EU countries.
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MoUs (soft law) are not enforceable. A legal basis (hard law) can be rea-

dily provided within the EU (the legal instruments and the institutional

framework to negotiate and enforce such instruments are available).

Legally binding arrangements beyond the EU (i.e. a full international

Treaty) may be much more difficult to get agreed, signed and enforced.

An example of legally binding burden sharing in the European context is

contained in Annex 2. In the 1960s, a number of member countries of the

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency agreed the Paris Convention and the

Brussels Supplementary Convention to share the liability costs in case of a

nuclear incident.

4. Decision-making framework

The guiding principle for decision-making on crisis management is “he

who pays the piper calls the tune” (Goodhart and Schoenmaker, 1995).

So long as recapitalisations are organised on a national basis, the national

governments will normally want to oversee and undertake the function of

supervision. That is the current set-up for financial supervision and crisis

management, which are nationally organised. As there is no fiscal back-up

to the ECB, the ECB is happy to let the NCBs take the lead on lender of

last resort operations.

We now move to the question of how a possible European frame-

work for crisis management might work. The first step is that supervisors

provide information on the severity of problems at banks in difficulties.

This input can, for example, be organised through the Committee of

European Banking Supervisors (CEBS), the new level 3 banking committee

of the EU, or the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision. The former is

more likely, as the latter only involves G-10 countries and leaves out non

G-10 countries in the EU. CEBS is chaired by one of its members and has

a secretariat in London. Teleconference facilities could be used for swiftly

assembling information on banking problems. Gathering information to

establish the size of the problem bank(s)’s loss should not be a problem.

On the one hand, supervisors may have an incentive to underestimate the

problem, because of the insurance through the burden sharing scheme

(the smaller the loss, the larger the possibility of a rescue). On the other

hand, supervisors (like any authority involved in crisis management) may

have an incentive to overstate the problem. This is an example of disaster

myopia (Guttentag and Herring, 1986). The bias can go either way, but

we do not believe it is serious.

The second step is a possible rescue of banks in difficulties. The ECB

could provide a proposal whether, or not, to undertake lender of last

resort or recapitalisation actions. If out-countries have joined the burden
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sharing system, the General Council of the ECB would be the appropriate

decision-making body. The ECB’s teleconference facilities could be used if

needed. If there is a no-vote, national countries could do their own thing.

The third and final step would be that politicians (representing tax-

payers) decide on the use of public funds. The key committee to prepare

decisions is the Economic and Financial Committee (EFC) in which mi-

nistries of finance are represented. The Ministers of Finance in Ecofin

would take the ultimate decision. This would, in effect, be the interna-

tional counterpart of the tripartite decision-making systems (comprising

supervisor (FSA), Central Bank and Ministry of Finance), now being estab-

lished in several individual countries, e.g. the UK.

The European Commission should be involved in such decision-ma-

king. DG Internal Market is responsible for the internal market in financial

services, while DG Competition is the relevant authority to check on the

proper application of EU rules on state aid.

How many parties would be involved in the decision-making? The

exact number would be determined by the model. In the general fund

mechanism, the supervisors, central banks and ministries of finance of all

EU countries (that join the loss-sharing) take part in the decision-making

as well as CEBS, the ECB, Ecofin and the European Commission. This is up

to 3*25 + 4 parties. In the specific burden sharing mechanism, only the n

countries involved join the decision-making circle together with the

European bodies. This is 3n + 4 parties (Goodhart, 2003). To enhance

decision-making efficiency, a de minimis rule could be applied. For exam-

ple, countries with less than 5% of the problem bank’s assets do not

come to the crisis management meeting, unless their small share of the

bank’s assets is large nationally, e.g. more than 15% of their overall

national banking system (as in the case of Nordea in Estonia).

An organisational issue is whether the involved countries meet, if and

when needed, in an ad-hoc manner or in a fixed format? An example of

ad-hoc meetings is the creation of interest groups. The countries that are

relevant for each bank are identified. The supervisors, central banks and

treasuries of those countries decide among themselves how to organise

the meeting. The European framework would provide a fixed format.

Given the growing number of pan-European banks, we do not believe it

would be efficient to organise each case separately. The fixed format

would allow for the inclusion of the relevant European bodies as well as

the involved countries. The European bodies can then ensure that the

rules of the game (see below) are properly applied.

Again, there are some technical issues. First, a crisis develops rapidly.

So the chairman and the secretariat of the relevant committees and bo-

dies have a prime role. Depending on the efficient organisation of the
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committee or body (a teleconference can be organised at short notice,

etc.), the members can influence the decision. Second, what are the

dynamics of the decision-making? CEBS prepares a memo that states the

problems at one or more banks. It is sent to the ECB with a copy to rele-

vant members of Ecofin, so they can start to prepare. The ECB (not the

European Commission) makes the proposal, if needed, within a few

hours/half a day, because this requires financial stability experts. Third,

how to vote? CEBS and the ECB can follow their own rules. The vote on

the use of public money in Ecofin is different. In the general fund case,

the vote will often be ‘no’ when banks pose problems in just a few coun-

tries.10 In the specific sharing case, only countries involved subject to the

de minimis rule vote. That can be done by simple majority voting with

equal votes for everybody. The choice of voting scheme is a political, not

an economic, issue.

What are the rules of the game? There is a precedent in European

history for speedy confidential decision-making by many international

players. In the former European Monetary System, confidential decision-

making on realignments took place over the weekend by ministers of

finance, central bankers and the European Commission. The rules of pro-

cedure of that committee, including the decision-making rule, could serve

as a starting point for thinking about the development of a European

structure for crisis management (Kremers, Schoenmaker and Wierts,

2001). More specifically, there should be a rule distinguishing cross-bor-

der crises with European burden sharing from national crises with no bur-

den sharing. We note that burden sharing on a cross-border basis will

assist cross-border mergers, as national authorities can also share the

problems. In the design of the rules, proper attention should be paid to

the incentives of all involved parties.

Finally, the recapitalisation we envisage would involve sacking the

pre-existing management and writing down shareholder value to zero.

This represents, in effect, temporary nationalisation. Somebody then has

to appoint, and monitor, a new management team. We envisage that this

task should normally be delegated to the authorities in the home country,

subject to accountability, including annual reports to all those involved in

such burden sharing. Those reports should also include estimates of likely

time, and method, for re-sale to the private sector, i.e. exit. Such reports

could then be debated by the same groups as initiated the recapitalisa-

tion. 
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5. Conclusions

Our concern is simple and straightforward. We doubt whether, in the

event of the failure of a large, integrated, cross-European bank, the home

country supervisors, politicians and taxpayers would be prepared to meet

the costs of recapitalising such a bank in its entirety. While depositors

would be protected, up to a point, by national deposit insurance, the

bank itself, perhaps outside its own country, would then probably be

forced to close, and be liquidated. Such abrupt closure could cause wide-

spread concern, possible panic, and systemic effects.

While we would not want to prejudge whether closure might, or

might not, be preferable to recapitalisation, we feel reasonably sure that it

would not be possible to bargain internationally over burden sharing after

the event, ex post (see also Freixas, 2003). It would not work. If pan-

European burden sharing, to allow for cross-border recapitalisation, is to

be made possible, it would have to be on the basis of agreed ex ante

rules.

We have therefore explored two alternative sets of ex ante burden

sharing mechanisms. The first is a general mechanism, based on the use

of seigniorage funds. While this has some attractive smoothing properties,

it runs into problems of causing cross-border fiscal transfers, and adverse

selection, moral hazard and free-rider concerns. The other alternative is a

specific burden sharing mechanism. This has somewhat fewer problems,

but might cause particular problems for the UK. There would also be a

number of technical problems, e.g. of preventing ‘gaming’.

For its implementation, any such international, ex ante, burden shar-

ing system would, unfortunately, require a complex, and somewhat

unwieldy, decision-making process. We have outlined how this might

work. But if it were established in advance, simulated ‘war-games’ could

be undertaken to try to iron out complications, so that a real crisis could

be handled more expeditiously. Again we emphasise that ex post improvi-

sation will not work. To be effective, any cross-border rescue mechanism

should be established ex ante. Any decision to move to any such

European arrangement, and the choice of a particular mechanism for bur-

den sharing, would, of course, be determined politically.

Of course, if the whole exercise, involving supervision, lender of last

resort, and recapitalisation, could be handled at the central EU level, then

much of the above complexity could be avoided. But it cannot; recapitali-

sation, and sometimes lender of last resort, need fiscal back-up, and no

central fiscal competence is available for this purpose. Hence both LoLR

and recapitalisation have to be supported by national Treasuries, with fe-

deral bodies playing, at best, a co-ordinating role. 
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With the ongoing integration of European financial markets, symbo-

lised by the emergence of pan-European banks, there may be a future

need for European arrangements for financial supervision and stability.

We have argued that fiscal and supervisory arrangements are inter-related

and should move in tandem, if at all.
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Annex 1 Country keys

Table A.1 contains several keys that can be used to share the costs in the

event of a general burden sharing mechanism for a banking crisis. The

ECB capital key for a country is the arithmetic average of a country’s share

in total GDP and its share in total population. The ECB capital key is used

to share the monetary income (seigniorage) of the ECB. The GDP key is a

country’s share in total GDP. GDP reflects the wealth of a country and is

an indirect indicator of the size of a country’s financial system. The assets

key is total assets of credit institutions (banks) in a country divided by

total assets of EU-25 credit institutions. The banking assets key is a direct

indicator of the size of a country’s banking system.

TABLE A.1. COUNTRY KEYS (IN %; 2004 FIGURES)
Country ECB capital key GDP Assets

Austria 2.1 2.3 2.2

Belgium 2.6 2.7 3.2

Cyprus 0.1 0.1 0.1

Czech Republic 1.5 0.8 0.3

Denmark 1.6 1.9 2.1

Estonia 0.2 0.1 0.0

Finland 1.3 1.4 0.7

France 14.9 15.9 15.2

Germany 21.1 21.4 22.7

Greece 1.9 1.6 0.8

Hungary 1.4 0.8 0.2

Ireland 0.9 1.4 2.5

Italy 13.1 13.0 7.8

Latvia 0.3 0.1 0.0

Lithuania 0.4 0.2 0.0

Luxembourg 0.2 0.2 2.4

Malta 0.1 0.0 0.1

Netherlands 4.0 4.7 5.8

Poland 5.1 1.9 0.5

Portugal 1.8 1.4 1.2

Slovenia 0.3 0.3 0.1

Slovakia 0.7 0.3 0.1

Spain 7.8 8.1 5.9

Sweden 2.4 2.7 2.0

United Kingdom 14.4 16.6 24.0

Total EU-25 100 100 100

Source: Website ECB (www.ecb.int) for ECB capital key; EU Banking Structures, ECB (2005) for GDP and
Assets.
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Annex 2 Burden sharing after a nuclear incident

This annex provides an example of international burden sharing in the

event of a nuclear incident. A general mechanism is applied to share the

burden. This example is interesting for two reasons. First, the geographi-

cal scope of damage caused by nuclear accidents is not confined to

national boundaries. The meltdown of the Chernobyl reactor in 1986 is a

clear example of an incident with severe consequences both in the former

Soviet Union and in other countries. The pure form of externalities in

nuclear incidents (partly) explains the choice of a general mechanism.

Second, the Paris Convention and the Brussels Supplementary Convention

are legally binding arrangements. The Conventions provide for a Tribunal

to settle disputes amongst member countries.

A significant number of member countries of the OECD Nuclear

Energy Agency are party to the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability

in the Field of Nuclear Energy, established in 1960, and to the Brussels

Convention Supplementary to the Paris Convention, established in 1963.

These Conventions arrange the amount of compensation for damage

which might result from an incident in a nuclear installation used for

peaceful purposes. After the most recent update in 2004, the scheme

works as follows:

1. Liability up to € 700 million rests on the operator of a reactor (i.e. a

nuclear installation). The operator is required to insure his liability

(Paris Convention);

2. Liability from € 700 up to 1200 million rests on the country in whose

territory the liable reactor is situated (Brussels Supplementary

Convention);

3. Liability from € 1200 up to 1500 million is shared among all partici-

pating countries (Brussels Supplementary Convention).

The third tier is international burden sharing. The Brussels Supplementary

Convention is basically a West-European Treaty administered by the

OECD. The contracting parties are 13 European countries: the former 

EU-15 countries (except for Austria, Greece, Ireland, Luxemburg and

Portugal), Norway, Slovenia (the first East-European country to join) and

Switzerland (to be a party soon). The burden sharing arrangement is an

example of general burden sharing. The burden sharing key was originally

based for 50% on a country’s share in total GDP and for 50% on a coun-

try’s thermal power of reactors in its territories as a ratio of total thermal

power of reactors in all participating countries. In 2004 the key was rene-

gotiated to 35% related to GDP and 65% related to thermal power. The
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burden sharing mechanism has not been invoked since its inception in the

1960s.

Article 17 of the Brussels Supplementary Convention provides for the

settlement of disputes between member countries. After bilateral consul-

tations (6 months) and multilateral consultations (a further 3 months)

between member countries, the dispute can be submitted to the

European Nuclear Energy Tribunal.
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■ Cross-border financial
supervision in Europe:
Goals and transition paths*

BY DAVID G MAYES
David Mayes is Adviser to the Board at the Bank of Finland

In this paper, I consider how the authorities in European countries might

work together to ensure a framework for the efficient supervision of

cross-border banks that are of systemic importance in at least one coun-

try, in a way that enables each country to claim credibly that it will be

able to maintain financial stability. After reviewing the options, I argue

that a collegial approach to supervision, where all the authorities are

jointly responsible under a strengthened lead supervisor, might work well

in normal times. However, maintaining financial stability calls for some

form of hard-law international agreement among the partners on how

problems will be avoided and handled, not simply a Memorandum of

Understanding. This involves an explicit commitment to Structured Early

Intervention and Resolution, with rules for Prompt Corrective Action and

a new legal basis whereby the resolution of a bank in difficulty is feasible

without a break in its operations, without a taxpayer bailout and with a

requirement to minimise losses, in a manner similar to that in the United

States. While in the short run, with a small number of banks involved,

the lead country could be responsible for resolution on a case-by-case

basis, in the longer run a limited European Deposit Insurance

Corporation might be the way to go.

If we were discussing an ideal world for handling a European financial

supervision that could cope with large, complex cross-border institutions,

the task would be relatively straightforward. Clearly, everything would be

much simpler if we had a single legal framework and a set of detailed re-

gulations that were simply translated into the various national languages.
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We could then have a fairly straightforward discussion about how to han-

dle supervision. We would face the usual choice about whether a single

organisation should handle every aspect or whether there should be a

separation between prudential and conduct-of-business issues.1 (This has

been labelled the ‘Twin Peaks’ approach; see Taylor (1995) for example.)

In the same way, we can discuss whether there should be separate orga-

nisations to supervise the overall holding company, banks within it, insu-

rance and other financial services. We can also debate whether central

banks should be supervisory institutions at any of these levels of concen-

tration.2 Clearly, this gives us the opportunity to have an entire mountain

range and various proposals for more peaks have emerged – Di Giorgio

and Di Noia, (2003) have four.3

In other words, the debate that occurs within single national jurisdic-

tions could be raised to the international level. But even at the national

level, virtually every possible combination of concentration and separation

of responsibilities already exists in practice, with firm advocates of the

merits of each of them. That debate is extensive in its own right.

Furthermore, since Europe is a large area, it would be quite reasonable to

expect that some hierarchy in the organisation of supervision would be

appropriate. Even if the organisation straddled the boundaries of lower

level jurisdiction, as is the case for several Federal Reserve districts in the

US, some regional division would be necessary to keep the administration

manageable, ensure staff can speak the local language and be familiar

with local conventions, facilitate relationships and so on. In this way,

supervisory approaches might very well be devised with a distinction

between supervised institutions with just a regional presence and those

that extend across regions. The first group could be assigned to regional

supervisors, while the second would require supervisors in a number of

regions and/or a Europe-wide supervisor or co-ordination arrangement.

However, we are a long way from that ideal world. Even if we found

the target reasonable, implementing the changes would take time and we

would have to decide on the likely time horizon for achieving that objec-

tive, as it would affect the process. This might make sense in a Nordic

context. Current legislation, institutions and approaches are sufficiently

similar for a single approach to be feasible over a ten or twenty year hori-
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zon, depending on one's optimism about the speed of legislative change.

For Europe as a whole, however, the time horizon is so long that the poli-

tical destination is quite likely to change substantially from what is cur-

rently thought likely. It thus makes more sense to design a set of institu-

tional arrangements that is appropriate for managing a process of change

in a world of increasing cross-border activity, increasing economic, politi-

cal and legal integration but without any strong regard for where it will

end up. Thus, the steps on the way would stand on their own merits, not

just on the merits of the hoped-for end point. While the discussion could

be treated as a problem for the future in several EU/EEA countries, in the

Nordic-Baltic region it has been brought firmly into the present by

Nordea’s announcement that it hopes to take advantage of the European

Company Directive and restructure itself as a single entity based in

Sweden with branches rather than subsidiaries in the other countries in

the region (see Mayes, 2005, for a more detailed description). Nordea is

already of systemic importance in Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Norway and

Sweden and this structural change would completely alter the balance of

supervisory responsibilities between the home and the host countries

without any matching change in the responsibilities for financial stability.

However, because Nordea’s shares of the respective markets vary quite

considerably, authorities might well disagree about the effort that should

be made to avoid various problems. Holthausen and Rønde (2004) show

how the outcomes would be clearly suboptimal if supervisors co-operate

in a manner whereby they simply pursue their own national interests. A

means of coping with this new circumstance needs to be negotiated with-

in the next couple of years and is already well under way (Mayes, 2006).

TABLE 1. NORDEA’S MARKET SHARES IN THE NORDIC COUNTRIES

Denmark Finland Norway Sweden

Mortgage lending 17% 32% 12% 16%

Consumer lending 15% 31% 11% 9%

Personal deposits 22% 33% 8% 18%

Corporate lending 19% 35% 16% 14%

Corporate deposits 22% 37% 16% 21%

Investment funds 20% 26% 8% 14%

Life & pension 15% 28% 7% 3%

Brokerage 17% 5% 3% 3%

Source: Finnish Financial Supervision Authority.

The Lamfalussy process for financial integration might be seen in the

same light. Rather than design a single system, the intention is to har-

monise many major facets of the existing systems sufficiently for them to

operate together effectively and fairly. What converges is then a matter

for market and regulatory processes. There is a tendency to assume that
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convergence is generally likely; beyond a certain point, however, markets

tend to thrive on variety, except as regards common standards for net-

works, as in various parts of the financial infrastructure.

Padoa-Schioppa (2004) argues that current processes of moving to a

single ‘rule book’ and ‘supervisory convergence’ through CEBS (the

Committee of European Banking Supervisors) could actually get us to the

desired position. In this position, a cross-border institution could organise

itself to comply with a single set of rules in all the EU/EEA countries in

which it operates. He stops short of the second requirement, suggested

by the European Financial Services Round Table (EFR, 2004), that the

institution could also deal with a single lead supervisor that co-ordinates

the activities of the network of responsible supervisors. He repeats the

current arrangement of having a consolidating supervisor that forms a

coherent whole out of the parts of the supervisory process and is respon-

sible for deciding on the approach to be permitted under Basel 2 on capi-

tal adequacy and risk management. Schoenmaker and Oosterloo (2004)

make the same point – a lead supervisor is necessary and the current

‘home-host’ arrangements are insufficient.

In this paper I review the available range of plausible options and

conclude that it is necessary to go beyond even the EFR (2004) proposals

and agree on a single system, applicable to any cross-border financial

group, in which a single authority has the lead responsibility, not just for

supervision but for taking prompt corrective action and ultimately inter-

vening to resolve any solvency or capital adequacy problems. However, in

exercising that lead, the authority must consider the financial stability

concerns of all the countries involved. I conclude that the simplest solu-

tion would be to have a European level agency, established for this pur-

pose, but that it would be possible, at least in the short run, to operate

case by case with the current system. If a European level, with a built-in

framework for balancing interests, is not introduced, the existing supervi-

sors need to work together as a ‘college’ or ‘network’ led by the home

country, with a shared information base and a means of resolving their

differences, including the provision of restitution if required.

Home-host: an outdated approach? 

Attributing motives retrospectively is easy but it does seem likely that

when the home-country responsibility principle for supervising cross-bor-

der activity was drawn up, it was expected that direct cross-border activi-

ty would be small and multi-country institutions would operate in other 
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markets largely through subsidiaries.4 Thus, rather than being clearly

multinational companies, international banking groups would be more

like a ‘multidomestic’ set of companies that operate relatively separately

(Mayes, 1991, 1997) and have reasonably restricted relationships both

with each other and with their parent. The more effective the national

legal, fiscal and administrative barriers, the more this separation would be

perpetuated.

Thus, under the current system, the home country is responsible for

regulating and supervising operations in the home country. How this is

done will depend somewhat on the structure of the institution, which can

be quite complex when there is a range of subsidiaries involved in a vari-

ety of financial and non-financial activities. Since we are concentrating on

prudential supervision, the same supervisory structure will apply both to

direct cross-border activities performed from the home country and to

activities performed in other EU/EEA countries through branches of a

legal entity in the home country. However, those activities have to be per-

formed according to the rules of the host country in a conduct-of-busi-

ness sense. We immediately have a lack of continuity, because outside the

EU/EEA the host country would normally supervise the activity of a

branch. In this context, the EU/EEA approach seems more logical as it is

the legal entity’s total assets and liabilities that would normally be relevant

for meeting claims or obligations. However, their location and indeed cur-

rency denomination will affect their usefulness. Outside the EU/EEA there

could also be a territorial approach to the handling of assets in the event

of insolvency.

Inside the EU/EEA, the host country is not able to compel the institu-

tion to operate as a locally incorporated subsidiary; elsewhere it could and

thereby have the legal neatness of an operation with a separate asset

base. But although there is an important legal distinction between

branches and subsidiaries, in many respects the practical differences for

ongoing supervision may be much more limited. Indeed, they can be

reversed. A bank may run its subsidiaries as a highly integrated operation,

for instance with integrated risk management, a single treasury operation,

common products and so on, giving local management very little inde-

pendent scope for action. Alternatively, a branch may have substantial

autonomy and manage business that is very different from that in the
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home country. The important distinction may concern insolvency rather

than operation. Host countries may be supervising entities whose real

management is outside their jurisdiction, while home countries may be

supervising branches where the entire operation is effectively abroad.

While it may make sense for the supervisory responsibilities for large-

ly independent entities to be aggregated under a consolidating or lead

supervisor, more integrated supervision would probably be more appro-

priate for entities that are largely integrated. In a complex organisation

that is running a number of rather different financial activities, this might

involve having one supervisor for the banking activities and another for,

say, insurance activities, with consolidation for the group as a whole.

However, such rather pragmatic solutions would be rather difficult to

build into a legal framework and might encourage undue regulatory arbi-

trage.

Clearly, then, although current supervisory structures may match

legal structures of firms, this does not ensure that the home-host

approach meets the needs for which it was designed. It is not necessarily

best designed for facilitating the creation of cross-border entities in

Europe. Still less is it necessarily well-designed for enabling high quality

supervision and the management of prudential risk.

The Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) is working

steadily to put together an efficient means of getting the various supervi-

sors involved in a cross-border group in the framework of the new Capital

Requirements Directive (CRD) implementing the Basel 2 framework in the

EU/EEA. The guidelines (CEBS, 2006) are designed to promote coopera-

tion and the sharing of information and hence to encourage convergence

in supervisory requirements. They help explain how to organise the

Supervisory Review Process under the CRD. A detailed set of tables spells

out what the roles of the home and the host supervisors are, depending

on the circumstances. They do not prescribe a specific approach to ma-

ximising the benefits from the host supervisors’ detailed local knowledge

and the consolidating (home) supervisor’s view of the group as a whole.

The hope is that by working together, the supervisors will achieve consen-

sus and the outcomes that each of them needs. This is not the same as

articulating how the review for the group as a whole can best be under-

taken as a co-operative exercise among the members of the supervisory

college.

An inter-related problem 

When discussing the most suitable approach to supervision, there is a ten-

dency to start from a particular standpoint: for example, what would
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make best sense to current supervisors in the execution of their tasks;

what would be most efficient for the supervised institution in the exercise

of its business. Indeed, the suitable conduct of supervision has often been

treated separately from the suitable means of handling problems, should

they occur.5 Since supervision is the ongoing process and problems are

rare, the former tends to drive the latter, whereas the point of having

supervision is to make problems manageable. Furthermore, it is clearly not

possible to discuss one part of the regulatory framework without consi-

dering the others. If there are unresolvable deficiencies in the design of

problem resolution or of deposit and other insurance, that could have

implications for the appropriate structure of supervision.

Arguing the case backwards, the framework needs to cope with 

1. insolvency or sufficiently low capitalisation for the authorities to feel

compelled to intervene because of systemic risks

2. insolvency or sufficiently low capitalisation for the authorities to feel

compelled to withdraw the licence to trade

3. low capitalisation, breaching regulatory requirements, necessitating

prompt corrective action to restore compliance

4. poor performance, requiring some change in ownership or manage-

ment action to improve performance – but no regulatory breach

5. normal circumstances, under which both the market and the supervi-

sors are satisfied with performance.

In most EU/EEA countries, responsibility rests primarily with the supervisor

in every stage, although where the supervisor is not the central bank, the

latter may be providing emergency assistance to one or more institutions,

providing they are thought solvent, and the government may create spe-

cial-purpose vehicles for handling serious problems – in the form of

investment agencies, supplementary insurance funds, asset management

corporations etc. The deposit insurance fund normally plays a passive role

and in many countries has almost no staff of its own.

This is in contrast to the United States and a number of other coun-

tries, where a different agency, in the US case the FDIC (Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation), cuts in once problems are threatening to emerge.

This counters one of the incentive problems supervisors can face. A super-

visor primarily charged with ensuring the good running of the system

faces a dilemma once an institution starts getting into difficulties. If it can

help the institution recover and recapitalise with the instruments at its
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command, then it can successfully prevent a difficulty from turning into a

default or a failure. Even if the mandate is silent on the point, in practice

institutional failure may be equated with supervisory failure. In many

countries this has tended to encourage forbearance and allowed problems

to build up.

If, as in the United States, a second organisation is involved with the

objective of minimising losses should a problem occur (in the US case it is

to minimise the loss to the deposit insurance fund), then the incentive to

keep an institution in being and refrain from really harsh action will be

much more limited. It will not be zero; before the 1991 FDICIA (Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act), the FDIC also tended

to keep institutions alive (Benston and Kaufman, 1994). In part this was

because they are worth more ‘alive’ than dead even if they are technically

insolvent (Guttentag and Herring, 1983). Hence intervention as the prob-

lem worsened was mandated by FDICIA, giving the FDIC relatively limit-

ed scope to defer action or run institutions itself. This framework of

mandatory Structured Early Intervention and Resolution (SEIR) and

Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) is also missing in general in the European

environment. Action is indeed required under present rules but its timing

and nature, as well as the degree of discretion involved, vary considerably

across the member states (Nieto and Wall, 2005). Furthermore, the ability

of the authorities to intervene early in the EU/EEA is more limited than in

the US. In the US, the FDIC is obliged to step in when the leverage ratio

falls below 2%. In the EU, however, the authorities are often not in a

position to step in and take over a bank as long as its shareholder value is

positive even if it is seriously undercapitalised; moreover, the Pafitis case

(Hadjiemmanuil, 2003) imposes limits on action, making minimisation of

the cost to the deposit insurance fund more difficult.6 Experience from the

Norwegian crisis (Moe et al, 2004) illustrates the importance of being able

to intervene early, compared to what was feasible in Finland and Sweden

during their crises.

The fact that these issues in the event of difficulty have not been

sorted out has implications for decisions about the operation of supervi-

sion across borders. In a cross-border environment, not only do the

authorities need to be able to act efficiently and effectively under each of

the five circumstances listed above but this ability needs to be credible

and predictable both to the authorities of the countries involved and to

the supervised entities, so that moral hazard is limited. It is by no means

clear that this is the case at present. Certainly no government would be
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prepared to pre-commit to burden-sharing arrangements without being

convinced that at all stages the system would manage the risk and mi-

nimise the potential losses. 

In the preceding paragraphs I have suggested that there are clear

problems with stages two and three. There are also reasons for being

somewhat cautious about the market’s ability to exert effective discipline

in many cases in stage four. The financial institution may not be openly

traded for a variety of reasons: because it is part of a wider entity,

because it is privately owned, because it is a mutual, because it is state

owned, etc. All of this increases the need for supervisors to try to ensure

that the system operates well in stage five and hence places greater

weight on prevention as opposed to insurance, risk management and re-

solution of problems.

I have deliberately emphasised these subsequent steps because some

of the arguments put forward for arrangements among supervisors in the

EU/EEA concern problem resolution rather than supervision per se. If

problem resolution can be addressed head on, then it may be more possi-

ble to arrive at workable and less complex arrangements for supervision.

However, I have deliberately set aside one of the most difficult problems,

which is the treatment of systemically important institutions or institutions

with systemic functions (Hüpkes, 2005). This is the biggest conundrum

for supervisors and has a major impact on the plausible variety of

arrangements for cross-border supervision. It is therefore the subject of

the next section.

One helpfully comprehensive approach to these issues is the

November 2005 Statement by the European Shadow Financial Regulatory

Committee (ESFRC, 2005), which envisages three main vehicles:

– a European Banking Oversight Board that would monitor national dis-

cretionary decisions that have cross-border implications – they cite the

ABN-AMRO-Antonveneta case by way of illustration

– a system of Prompt Corrective Action in all member states

– a European Standing Committee on Crisis Management. 

It is no surprise that the ESFRC should be addressing these issues, as their

very first statement (ESFRC, 1998) was on ‘Dealing with Problem Banks in

Europe’ and focused on the creation of an SEIR regime in Europe of which

PCA forms an important part. What their November 2005 Statement

makes clear is their dissatisfaction with the (lack of) progress on most of

these key issues. They want to see formal procedures established in order

to achieve proper accountability for supervisors in a cross-border frame-
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work. Hüpkes et al. (2005) also look at this issue of accountability in a

wider context.

Even if it were thought desirable, a simple transposition of the US

system to the EU would not be possible (Eisenbeis and Kaufman, 2005). A

crucial difference from the US system is the absence of a federal level of

insurance or other funding on which to draw in the event of difficulty –

the funds will have to come from the member states and other national

sources. This applies to deposit insurance as well as to fiscal transfers. So

there needs to be a precise, sovereign interest in the problem and the

solution. Even a European level solution would have to differ from the

federal solution in the US. However, it does not obviate the need for a

comprehensive approach, as the ESFRC suggest. It is possible, however,

that the creation of a European equivalent to the FDIC would be the most

effective EU/EEA level institution to start with.

Too big 

So far, the concern has simply been that the key issue for prudential

supervision of institutions operating cross-border is that the supervision

itself should be done efficiently and effectively. We have seen that there

are strong reservations as to whether, in present circumstances, problems

can be resolved, or in some cases avoided, in a manner that minimises the

losses to the insurance fund or more widely to creditors and depositors.

However, with the exception of drawing on the deposit insurance fund,

which may impose some short-run costs, to date there has been no ques-

tion of using public money. Nor has there been any doubt that the institu-

tions involved or the functions they perform are sufficiently important for

their closure to have significant knock-on costs with a serious direct

spillover onto other financial institutions or onto confidence in the bank-

ing system in general. In those circumstances, the systemic stability of the

financial system would be threatened.

The authorities in each country normally have an explicit commit-

ment to maintain the financial system’s stability, though what that implies

remains largely undefined (Schinasi, 2005). The cross-border arrange-

ments for supervision have to be such as to enable that function to be

exercised. This is not just a matter of managing current circumstances but

also of offering a credible approach to future events, particularly to those

that no-one can currently envisage. It is not quite clear what this entails

but the key ingredients appear to be: adequate access to information

before the event to detect incipient pressures, and adequate powers in

the event to take action to maintain stability (Mayes and Vesala, 2000). It
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is rather unlikely that the current home-host arrangements can deliver

that result. 

The information issue is perhaps easier to solve than the power to

act. It entails national supervisors having access to the same range of

information in a cross-border case as they do in a domestic case. As

Schinasi (2005) makes clear, in addition to a variety of macro-economic

and industry information that can be obtained by an external institution

(such as a central bank), this includes supervisory information. This implies

access to a common database on important cross-border institutions and

participation in the supervision as such, so that the national supervisor has

an adequate opportunity of detecting the signals. This implies a very dif-

ferent relationship from the current MoUs (Memoranda of Understand-

ing) among supervisors on information sharing,7 but it does not necessari-

ly entail changing the existing structure (Vesala, 2005). There would need

to be rather different working relationships, which are essentially much

closer. However, Basel 2 is already requiring a move in that direction, such

that, inter alia, the lead (consolidating) supervisor can establish a single

approach to risk management for the financial group as a whole. This

may require some legislative change if disclosure rules currently prevent

foreign supervisors from participating in the supervisory process and hav-

ing access to the resulting information. 

The single approach to the risk management of the financial group,

‘Enterprise Risk Management’ as Schmidt Bies (2004) describes it, clearly

makes sense, as entities can be created within the structure of the group

‘to transfer and fund assets [that] may or may not be consolidated for

accounting purposes, depending on their structure’ (p.1). However, while

supervisors may well have a common view on how the risks within the

group as a whole should be handled, there may still be conflicts of interest

when it comes to the treatment of problems. Irrespective of size, there are

going to be disputes because there may well be a country-by-country

mismatch between the distribution of losses and the distribution of their

causes. Without common supervision of the entity, there may be little

chance of feeling that the common pool, single entity approach to han-

dling the problems will be equitable.8 However, as soon as an institution

reaches systemic proportions (as illustrated by Nordea), the conflict of

interest may be much greater, as the systemic effect may not apply in
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some countries. If the failing bank is systemic in a host country but not in

the home country, simple aggregation would lead to accepting closure

and triggering the systemic event in the host country. Similarly, a decision

to ‘save’ an institution because it is sufficiently systemic will raise the

question of the extent to which countries that would have been quite

willing to let the enterprise fail because it was not systemic in their juris-

diction will want to contribute to the costs of resolving it.

It is thus immediately apparent that if a financial institution or some

of its activities become in some sense ‘too big to fail’ in any of the juris-

dictions involved, then it poses a special problem, not just for resolution

but also for supervision. In this respect, the US cannot provide a direct

indication of the way forward. Any exception there from the provision

that the FDIC should seek a least-cost solution to its funds is a national

(federal) issue, not a state or regional one. It is also an extreme circum-

stance and has not (yet) been invoked.9 The number of institutions to

which it might apply may be of the order of 10 to 20 (Stern and Feldman,

2004). In the European environment there is no federal level for spreading

losses and less cross-border insurance of the consequences through the

structure of asset portfolios and activities. As a result, localised (national)

systemic events are more likely and require special handling arrangements

where they relate to cross-border institutions. Thus, the subject here is not

necessarily EU level systemic crises but national systemic events involving

cross-border institutions. (Of course, the handling of possible EU level

crises must be and is already being addressed.) One might choose to label

these issues ‘European’, since both prior supervision and ex-post resolu-

tion need to be viewed in a cross-border framework. If they involved a

smaller member state, such as Estonia, a European level event could then

be considerably smaller than what in the US would constitute a national

level event requiring an exception to the normal FDIC requirements. 

Even so, a look at the analysis in Schoenmaker and Oosterloo (2006)

and elsewhere indicates that the number of EU/EEA institutions which

any supervisor would judge to be systemic from their point of view but

not under their adequate control (as either a home or a host) is relatively

limited at present. Schoenmaker and Oosterloo suggest that only some of

the largest 30 banks in Europe are sufficiently cross-border to generate

home-host problems. They classify nine of them as European and another

four as primarily international. Only 25 are identified as having more than

10 per cent of their business outside the home country and 19 as having

more than 10 per cent in other ‘European’ countries. However, their table
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does not include some directly cross-border institutions that are systemic

in a range of countries, like Euroclear, CLS or SWIFT, where arrangements

have already had to be made to establish adequate involvement. Nor do

they necessarily pick up some of the smaller banks that play an important

role in certain other countries. A foreign bank based in a large country

may pose systemic concerns in a small country even though its foreign

activity is trivial compared to its domestic activity.

It is worth more than a footnote to point out that, by confining the

discussion to the current EU/EEA, the extent of the problem is artificially

limited by the jurisdiction of the EU/EEA countries. The problem certainly

extends to immediate neighbours, such as Switzerland, the Balkans and

Turkey. It would be inappropriate to neglect the concerns of a country

whose membership is a possibility even a long time ahead. Similarly, some

of the largest institutions in the US are deeply involved in the European

financial system. Nevertheless, even if we take a fairly wide view, are for-

ward-looking and assume that trends towards cross-border activity will

continue, the institutions that generate external systemic concerns are

countable and do not call for a vast additional organisation. Counting

institutions is clearly a very misleading measure of size, since these are the

largest. We are in effect talking about virtually the whole of the Estonian

banking system, the major parts of the banking systems in the Czech

Republic, Hungary, Slovakia, Lithuania, Poland and Latvia, potentially

more than half in Finland and Malta and significant proportions else-

where, covering all the member states one way or another.

Stern and Feldman (2005) have suggested that in the US, whenever

a merger (or other change in financial holding company structure) could

potentially lead to systemic problems, the Federal Reserve should first

have to state the possible extent of such problems and how they would

be handled. The implication here is that because such institutions place an

extra cost on the taxpayer and insurance funds in the event of problems,

they should pay a higher premium for this. To some extent, that would

offset their gain from the lower cost of funds that being thought too big

to fail confers (Granlund, 2003; Stern and Feldman, 2004). A similar

arrangement could be applied in the EU/EEA. Whenever an institution

attains the potential to cause systemic problems, the authorities con-

cerned could be required to assess the problem and state how they pro-

pose to handle it. That would at least clearly separate financial institutions

into two groups: those for which there is thought to be a cross-border

systemic issue and those for which there is not.

This would be a considerable advance on the current situation: where

the problem exists but the question of how to handle it is treated as a

secondary matter. Since it is just a contingency, there is always a chance
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of discussion being unnecessary. This greatly increases the likelihood that

a full discussion will not get under way until the first systemic event has

revealed the difficulties. In addition to institutions that are ‘too big to fail’

in the traditional sense, there are currently others that are too complex or

cross-border to be resolved fast enough without a crisis or public sector

intervention, as well as others that are potentially ‘too big to save’ from

the point of view of the home country. The latter case has been recog-

nised explicitly by Switzerland (in effect with respect to UBS and Credit

Suisse), which for deposit insurance payouts has imposed a cap of CH4bn

for a single event. All this needs to be addressed in the EU/EEA.

The realistic options 

In sorting out a way forward, it is thus worth restricting the problem.

Most banks and other financial institutions are purely domestic or opera-

ting across borders to an extent that would make a traditional domestic-

driven approach satisfactory to all parties. A small number of banks but a

much larger proportion of assets and transactions are sufficiently big and

cross-border to pose a regulatory and supervisory problem. They are a

problem because in one or more of the countries in which they operate

they are sufficiently important for the authorities concerned to be unwil-

ling to see all or some of their activities cease abruptly, because that

would cause unacceptable losses or disruption of the financial system in

the area under their responsibility. This distinction between the institution

and its activities is important. As Hüpkes (2004) points out, the authorities

may be relatively unconcerned about much of an institution's business,

which can survive a substantial pause without generating systemic conse-

quences.

As we have noted, this second group is a countable number. Padoa-

Schioppa (2004) suggests around 40 banks, Srejber and Noréus (2005)

slightly more. Schoenmaker and Oosterloo (2006) consider the top 30

banks in Europe and find that some of them do not fall into this category.

Fortunately, we do not yet have enough observations to decide when or

under what circumstances a bank on its own constitutes a potential ‘sys-

temic’ problem. Stern and Feldman (2004) suggest that in the US the

number of banks in that position is not much more than the top 10.

However, political tolerance is likely to be lower than the levels indicated

by more objective studies of potential contagion. Hence the numbers

might be larger.

This leaves a middle group where cross-border activities are non-tri-

vial but do not amount to a systemic threat. In many respects, the prob-

lem for this third group is inverted. Supervisors may be able to live with
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the arrangements they have or foresee in the next few years, whereas the

banks want a much more integrated approach to supervision to enable

them to reduce compliance costs and rationalise operations across Europe

to a much greater extent.

If our study of cross-border arrangements is confined to the second

group, where systemic matters and burden-sharing among countries

become a significant issue, then case-by-case arrangements are possible,

certainly in the short run, according to the circumstances and the urgency

perceived by the supervisors concerned. Once we include the third group,

it becomes more difficult to envisage some sort of voluntary ad hoc

arrangements that go beyond the existing legal requirements, and the

framework needs to be changed.10 Most of the schemes that do not

involve a European level supervisor consider case-by-case arrangements

under generalised principles. Depending on one’s point of view, that is

either a pragmatic approach to the considerable inherent variation in cir-

cumstances or a failure to grasp the profound difficulties involved.

Rather than create a new classification scheme, I prefer to build on

the two-way classification developed by Schoenmaker and Oosterloo

(2006). As its first dimension, it provides a neat categorisation of the main

options for a more general scheme (Table 1):11

A continue with a version of the current home-host arrangement

B make the home country the lead supervisor

C make the home country the lead supervisor but find some means of

their taking the interests of the host countries into account

D go to a European level system where the interests of both home and

host countries are explicitly balanced

E go to a host supervisor arrangement

and, as the other dimension, a set of five criteria by which one might

want to judge the schemes:12

1. effectiveness of supervision in the sense that both all the parts and the

group as a whole are properly covered
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2. efficiency of supervision in the sense that duplication or overlaps are

avoided

3. financial stability concerns of all of the parties stemming from a failure

of the institution are addressed

4. competitiveness in the sense that there is a level playing field where

domestic and foreign institutions face a similar regulatory burden

5. proximity in the sense that the supervisor(s) are close to the main

activities of the institution.

In the above I have adapted the phraseology used by Schoenmaker and

Oosterloo (2006) to make the issues stand out a little more sharply.

However, the conclusion from this analysis is straightforward. A system

run by a home supervisor who takes into account the (national) concerns

of the other countries involved is both the best of the five schemes and

appears to meet all of the criteria. 

Many aspects of this analysis are debatable but our starting point is

the conclusion that national concerns for financial stability must be taken

into account and this is not clearly achieved with the current home-host

regime. Again I shall avoid exploring the clearly suboptimal cases and

concentrate on the areas where a reasonable compromise among the

competing objectives might be achieved. Three key questions here are:

– Is it possible to reform the home-host regime within the current frame-

work so that it performs adequately?
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– How could one ensure that a home supervisor takes the other coun-

tries’ national needs into account?

– Would it be possible to introduce a European level supervisor in a way

that would meet all the concerns?

I interpret the underlying differences behind the first two questions to be 

(a) that the second requires a specific international legal agreement in the

form of, say, a directive or regulation at the EU level, whereas the first

simply requires some appropriate soft-law arrangement among the

countries concerned, either in the form of a series of institution-spe-

cific agreements or multilateral agreements covering any institutions,

functions or circumstances that might lead to cross-border systemic

issues on which the interests of the different countries may conflict. 

(b) that the second entails a much stronger role for the home or lead

supervisor.

Unfortunately, these two issues are somewhat intertwined, so it is not

possible to discuss one without introducing some of the other.

WHAT SORT OF LEAD SUPERVISOR?

In a home-host environment where the institution operates through sub-

sidiaries or extends across the boundaries of supervisory responsibility,

more than one prudential supervisor will be involved either domestically

or internationally. Hence, some form of agreement among supervisors will

be required and there will need to be a designated responsibility for

supervising the entity as a whole. However, even if the organisation were

unitary, which is not a normal case, there still needs to be a relationship

between the sole supervisor (in the home country) and host-country

authorities that perceive the institution as involving systemic issues.

This sole supervisor case helps polarise the issues over which there

has to be an agreement. Three main areas of agreement are required:

(i) the supervisor needs to provide host country authorities with sufficient

information to make them feel comfortable about financial stability

(this issue of financial stability is the only column in Table 1 where a

minus sign distinguishes row B from row C).

(ii) the supervisor has in place a set of rules for standards of prudential

behaviour, their monitoring and their enforcement, with which host

authorities feel comfortable. Host authorities need to be convinced
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that the home authority will apply as good standards to supervision as

they would. 

(iii) Host authorities need to feel that actions which will be taken if some-

thing starts to go wrong will be similar to what they would have

done, that they will be treated fairly compared to the other interests

in play and that special systemic concerns will be allowed for.13

Of these, the first is probably the easiest to handle but is not without

problems. The requisite conversations and information flows are the same

as would occur between supervisors and those responsible for financial

stability in the national environment (Srejber and Noréus, 2005). One dif-

ficulty is that this inherently includes information about the financial

group’s activities outside the country. The environment in which stability

needs to be judged is extended. This does pose problems of confidentiali-

ty that may require legislative changes or at least some means of inclu-

ding the host country authorities in the ambit of confidential disclosure.

However, it is debatable whether the understanding can be built up with-

out participation in the supervisory team. Direct contact with the directors

and management and a possibility of comparing with the other major

players in the sector could be necessary.

As soon as subsidiaries are involved, supervision automatically

includes the host country. So the question is then how the supervisors

should best work together. A highly hierarchical arrangement could ham-

per an understanding of the behaviour of the group as a whole. This leads

directly to Vesala’s (2005) suggestion of a ‘college of supervisors’ under

the leadership of the home supervisor, rather than collation by the home

supervisor of information from the hosts and from its own direct supervi-

sion.14 This could be amplified by practical co-operation through the dele-

gation of tasks among supervisors, thereby increasing efficiency, utilising

local knowledge/skills and easing the burden on the supervised.

CEBS (2006, para 46) has gone a long way in spelling out the ‘essen-

tial information’ that should be communicated by both home and host

supervisors on their own initiative to meet each other’s needs. This relates
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to changes in structure, changes in reporting by the institution and poten-

tial spillovers of difficulties. Looking at this simply from the viewpoint of

the host misses the fact that the home supervisor also needs a highly co-

ordinated operation in a framework where the institution is centralising

various activities. There is a need to co-ordinate inspections across the dif-

ferent parts of the group. Moreover, since much of the disclosure and

market discipline is applied only at group level, where this requires open

market shareholding and the raising of subordinated debt, the lead super-

visor’s role should be stronger than ‘consolidation’. This implies a need to

move from aggregating entity and functional supervision to what Schmidt

Bies (2004) describes as an enterprise or group risk management basis.

This accordingly takes us from the problem of providing adequate infor-

mation to the actual ability to provide an ongoing supervisory arrange-

ment that is acceptable to all the parties.

For this to work, however, the supervisory cultures of the home and

host countries need to be sufficiently similar. As Kane (2005) points out,

Australia’s and New Zealand’s approaches to supervision differ consider-

ably. New Zealand has a disclosure regime with direct responsibility for

bank directors and stiff penalties for non-compliance, while Australia has

a traditional intrusive regime. A joint regime would not be possible unless

one or other partner changed its regime. In the European environment,

the convergence of practices is much greater in monitoring, so operating

a joint or ‘college’ system could work.

What makes this seem most likely is the ‘Basel 2 committees’ that

have already been formed among the supervisors of each major enter-

prise to sort out the single approach to risk management that will be

applied to each banking group. They have to reach a decision, although it

will be up to the lead supervisor if the committee as a whole cannot

agree.15 This is heavily emphasised in the CEBS approach to the problem

(CEBS, 2006). Whether this will answer many of the perceived problems

will depend to some extent on what is achieved in practice. It envisages a

‘case-by-case’ approach that takes into account the risks and burden on

the institution. The idea is that the cooperation should reflect the super-

vised institution’s relative importance in the various host markets. The

consolidating supervisor needs to consider the risks from the structure of

the institution and correlated risks in the various host locations. This

entails developing a ‘common understanding’ of how the entity should be

handled, which should be codified in specific written agreements, such as
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Memoranda of Understanding. The running of this set-up should be

transparent to the supervised institution and the consolidating supervisor

should be the primary point of contact with the group – local contacts

with host supervisors are also expected to continue.

The ‘college’ approach has the advantage that it is easier for all of

the supervisors to feel they are jointly responsible, because they are all

part of the supervisory team. That may not be so easy to achieve in a

hierarchical arrangement. Nevertheless, despite the existence of the team,

the home country will still be the leader. How they will manage to run the

joint arrangement is more difficult to establish. Each country’s interest in

the joint enterprise could be thought to be proportional to its share of the

group’s activities or assets. (Its interest in what should be done in any par-

ticular situation will of course be far more related to the potential impact

on the market for which it is responsible.) However, there is a clear dan-

ger that joint responsibility could result in nobody really taking responsi-

bility. It is difficult to set out how to avoid such an abdication but it clearly

can be avoided in practice, as indicated, for example, by cabinet govern-

ment.

The CEBS (2006) guidelines provide quite detailed lists of the areas

that need to be addressed, first in assessing the cross-border issues that

supervisors need to cope with, second in setting out how they will cover

these in their supervisory arrangements in the light of an assessment of

the risks that seem to be involved with the institution. Once applied,

these results need to be evaluated and a further interaction with the insti-

tution itself will be necessary to establish the ongoing approach to super-

vision of the group. Because the CRD implementing Basel 2 is a new

process, it provides a very specific opportunity to evaluate how each

financial institution should be supervised, whether cross-border or not.

The collegial approach can be interpreted as an extension of the cur-

rent home-host arrangement but it is not quite clear where this falls

between Schoenmaker and Oosterloo’s categories A and C in Table 1. Its

governance is not clear, a point we return to in the next section. The

home-host arrangement works because each of the parties has a defined

set of tasks they undertake on their own, subject to the prior multilateral

or bilateral agreement of the group of supervisors, and the consolidating

supervisor assembles the picture for the enterprise as a whole. The home

country, acting as lead supervisor and operating the system after discus-

sion with the host supervisors, also has a clear format. The collegial

approach would effectively be a scheme somewhat more akin to the set

up of the Eurosystem, where the Governing Council (the college) is the

decision-making body and the ECB and the national central banks are the

executive bodies. (Schoenmaker (2005) refers to a European System of
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Financial Supervisors and a European Financial Agency as the equivalent

concepts.) The ECB has competence in only a number of defined areas

and acts in many as the co-ordinator and consolidator of the activities of

others – Eurosystem forecasts are a simple case in point. For ongoing

supervision, where detailed control and rapid decision-making are not

normally required, this sort of arrangement could well be effective, since

all the parties have an interest in making it work. The stronger the role of

the lead supervisor, the more carefully spelt out the agency relationship

has to be.

Schoenmaker and Oosterloo question the efficiency of the home-

host approach, arguing that it may lead to duplication. In a sense, the

same question could be asked of the US system, where there are multiple

supervisors. The key questions remain: how great is this particular cost in

practice, and does having different supervisors with different mandates

crawling over the same information from different perspectives not in fact

lead to better rather than worse supervision? It is difficult to answer this in

advance.

It is also a little difficult to sort out whether this collegial approach

would meet the industry’s concerns, at least as expressed in EFR (2004,

p.6), which uses all the terms – ‘college’, ‘lead’ and ‘consolidating’ – as if

they were part of the same scheme. The EFR concept is to have the same

cross-border supervisory arrangement, whether the enterprise is operated

through branches or subsidiaries. The home (lead) supervisor would:

– be the sole point of contact for supervisory issues on prudential mat-

ters, whether relating to the group as a whole or to its parts

– decide on the reporting schemes

– validate and authorise internal models

– decide about Pillar 2 issues under Basel 2 and Solvency 2

– decide on capital adequacy on a top-down basis (not bottom up)

– decide on rules for liquidity and its allocation across the group (treasury

management)

– organise site inspections which may be undertaken by or with host

supervisors

– approve cross-border functions within the group.

The EFR admits that this may be too difficult for a conglomerate and that

there may have to be separate lead supervisors for a group’s banking,

insurance, investment and other functions, subject to an overall group

supervisor.16 It also notes that there are problems when subsidiaries are
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not wholly owned and where links are required with supervisors outside

the EU/EEA, on either a home or a host basis.17

What the EFR (2004) paper does is separate the roles of the ‘college’

in different circumstances. In normal circumstances the role is described as

‘advisory’, while in a crisis the college would become the management

team. They suggest that any deep differences of opinion among the

supervisors could be referred to CEBS or other relevant EU Level 3 com-

mittees. This is a somewhat different arrangement from what I have out-

lined above. There a team approach would work for ongoing supervision

but crisis management would need to be centred on someone who can

act firmly and rapidly on the basis of a predetermined mandate from the

various countries involved, with only limited need for recourse to the prin-

cipals at the height of the crisis. Resort to CEBS would presumably take

the form of identifying issues where more detailed agreement is necessary

at a European level, rather than implying it should play some sort of judi-

cial role. This would therefore be a form of feedback to the committees

on problems that arise from parts of the supervisory arrangements that

are not sufficiently convergent for national differences to coexist harmo-

niously. Members of CEBS or another specific body could of course act as

‘mediators’ in disputes, enabling the parties to come to an agreement

more readily, but without any power of enforcement either over the

agreement itself or its implementation.18

In concluding this section, it is worth adding a couple of remarks on

the European level approach to the problem. Schoenmaker and Oosterloo

(2006) argue that the lead (home) supervisor needs to operate under a

‘European’ mandate, i.e. to have proper regard for the interests of all the

parties. The European level supervisor for these cross-border groups with

potential systemic implications would do the same. While this would

involve creating a more elaborate institution in order to play the lead and

consolidating role, it would be the home and host supervisors who would

be doing much of the work, with the European level supervisor fulfilling a

role, like that of the Federal Reserve, as the umbrella supervisor. It is

therefore not clear that this need suffer from the remoteness from the

supervised and the markets in which they operate that Schoenmaker and

Oosterloo fear, as shown in the last column of Table 1. The European le-

vel group does not need to sit in offices in a single European capital. It
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17 The European Financial Services Roundtable is of course an interest group, representing the views of the
larger institutions in Europe. Hence while they may be concerned to ensure that cross-border institutions
are not disadvantaged relative to purely national ones and indeed can exploit all the advantages of consoli-
dating operations, they do not have any obligation to consider any unequal advantages large players gain
over small (Stern and Feldman, 2004).

18 CESR set up a Mediation Task Force that produced a consultation paper, 'CESR Mediation Mechanism', in
September 2005; this discusses the sorts of matter that might be handled and the structures that could be
used to handle them.
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could easily be relatively dispersed, so that each unit is closer to those it is

supervising.

If, as suggested in Mayes and Liuksila (2003), the European level

only focuses on crisis management, it can be a much smaller organisation

that is only enlarged when a crisis erupts, drawing on the national super-

visors involved. That also considerably reduces the need to focus on the

resolution of disputes.

Srejber and Noréus (2005) make the telling point that many of the

suggestions for national linkages and lead supervisors are means of get-

ting an outcome similar to that which might be achieved with a Europe-

level institution – so why not just create one?

A HARD-LAW APPROACH?

If a European level institution is to be set up, then clearly it will require a

European level agreement. If the current home-host relationship is to be

replaced by a lead supervisor model which includes subsidiaries, this too

will require European level legislation, at least to the extent of a directive.

It will clearly require national legislation to permit the appropriate delega-

tion of powers to the lead authority and indeed in the opposite direction

for the effective supervision of large branch operations in other countries.

Currently, however, most supervisory co-operation is done through

soft law, using Memoranda of Understanding. But to what extent can

such soft law cover the effective operation of these joint arrangements?

Clearly, forming a college of supervisors for individual institutions and

agreeing on the sharing of information with a common database can fol-

low that route, although changing the confidentiality requirements may

well require suitable national legislation to permit other members of the

college to have full access to the information on the same basis as domes-

tic supervisors. Similarly, simple agreements are possible for the delegation

of tasks among hosts and home supervisors – delegating responsibility is,

however, a much deeper issue.

What seems much more unlikely is that credible power could be pro-

cured for the lead supervisor to act on issues that affect the financial sta-

bility of other member states without some clear mechanism for resolving

disputes and obtaining restitution. So this is likely to involve more than an

MoU. While supervisors may be able to agree on the standards to be

enforced through soft-law arrangements, as supplements to the

Lamfalussy process, their actual enforcement and the imposition of penal-

ties through SEIR and PCA would involve very considerable harmonisation

of legislation and it is not clear what could be done if the legislation were

not fully implemented. Holthausen and Rønde (2004) doubt whether
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supervisors will reach an agreement under soft law that results in them

sharing the difficult information. They assume there will be a ‘cheap talk

equilibrium’ where supervisors only disclose what is in their (national)

interests, despite what is agreed in the MoU.

However, fully effective PCA and resolution in particular require far

more comprehensive changes in banking legislation and insolvency law,

taking them at least as far as the Swiss reforms (Hüpkes, 2003). The lead

authority needs to be able to intervene and ultimately take over the run-

ning of a noncompliant systemic institution, particularly if it becomes so

undercapitalised that its solvency is threatened and public confidence in it

is liable to evaporate. The terms for doing this would need to be set out

explicitly in a form equivalent perhaps to FDICIA. Furthermore it would

need to be clear how burden-sharing in the event of losses would be

arranged and how it would be met. These are major changes. There is a

danger that the member states would be tempted to agree the more

straightforward items, particularly those that can be covered by soft-law

processes, and put off dealing with the tougher issues that relate to con-

tingent events which are hopefully very unlikely to occur. That route

would probably have three consequences. First, there is the moral hazard

from knowing that the countries do not have the means to step in early

or take over the institution to head off a crisis. Second, the lack of prior

processes for swift action greatly increases the chances of a crisis in the

event of a difficulty and hence the likelihood of the very financial instabili-

ty that it was hoped could be avoided. Third, it makes it almost certain

that public money will have to be used, certainly in the form of guaran-

tees, and possibly also the use of deposit insurance funds.

In any case, changes in the structure of deposit insurance are likely to

be necessary to achieve a better match between the constituency from

which depositors are being drawn and the constituency that is providing

the insurance. This is particularly important if branches in other countries

(and deposits with them) are to become a significant proportion of the

exposure of a particular deposit insurance fund. While some of that can

be achieved by reinsurance, a change in the deposit insurance directive is

more likely to be required. As suggested earlier, the way forward with this

is perhaps to take deposit insurance to the European level earlier than

other aspects of supervisory/safety-net co-ordination. This might be done

in the form of a European Deposit Insurance Corporation (EDIC).

However, such an organisation covers primarily the failure (and prior co-
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rective action) of non-systemic institutions that run across borders.19 A

wider framework is likely to be needed for the systemic cases, as in the

United States.

Specifying any of these contracts will be inherently more difficult

than in the US, as systemic issues in one country need to be balanced

against non-systemic issues in others. Clearly, as in FDICIA, formulating

an ex ante agreement would be facilitated by having a largely rule based

approach, requiring early action, minimising costs with respect to the

insurance fund or some other straightforward criterion, and having no

access to public funds, except through an extreme procedure. Problems

differ and it is better not to have to specify actions closely. While individu-

als and corporates that are harmed need a legal route of redress, only an

EU level body, such as the ECJ, will offer the member states any redress

from negligence or inequity in the treatment by another country’s super-

visors or indeed by an EU level body.

Taken together, therefore, this implies that in the longer run the

appropriate way to go is likely to be a version of Schoenmaker and

Oosterloo's option D. In the meantime, however, it is necessary to resort

to a solution that falls under their option C. A leader is needed but the

interests of all authorities concerned also need to be taken into account in

a manner they find satisfactory at the time and in prospect.

Turning one's back on the game 

Instead of trying to find some co-operative arrangement that will function

adequately, a workable alternative is to accept that divisions actually offer

the best way forward, at least in the short run, even if closer integration is

the objective in the longer run. This is the current approach in Australia

and New Zealand and it is shown as option E in Table 1. In this approach,

the host country can insist that the financial institution’s corporate struc-

ture and ‘outsourcing’ policy enable the host country to intervene rapidly

in the event of a failure or unacceptably low capitalisation and have an
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entity within their jurisdiction that can be run on an independent basis

before the end of a value day (RBNZ, 2006).20

These are strong requirements that would prevent banks from

exploiting many of the synergies they hope to achieve by merging opera-

tions in different markets. I shall not explore it here because it undermines

the whole philosophy of trying to have a single market and make it work.

It is considered in more detail in Mayes (2006). However, this approach

does have five major advantages that need to be borne in mind in design-

ing any European arrangement:

– it focuses on the practical needs for action and the legal ability to act,

not on the nominal structure of branches or subsidiaries

– it focuses on the ability to have a rapid response and on the core func-

tions that need to be maintained without a break in operations

– it focuses on required outcomes, not processes or structures

– it distinguishes between systemic and non-systemic cases, allowing

much less onerous conditions in the second case, with the supervisor

deciding which category applies

– it specifies the objective, in terms of maintaining financial stability and

avoiding ‘significant damage to the financial system’.

To exercise these powers, the host authority has to be able to control

entry (Mayes et al., 2001), which is not the case in the EU/EEA.

Nevertheless, without a satisfactory solution to the current dilemma

in the EU/EEA, the authorities will be inclined to do what they can to pre-

serve economic nationalism in the ownership, structure and control of

their banking system so as to protect their financial stability. Indeed, this

has already been observed in Poland, where there has been concern that

bringing Bank Pekao and BPH under the same foreign ownership

(Unicredito) could create an unwelcome systemic risk.

Conclusions and issues for discussion 

In drawing out the conclusions for discussion, when assessing the prob-

lems of cross-border supervision in the EU/EEA it is helpful to divide the

institutions to be supervised into three categories. Those with insignificant

cross-border activity, those with significant cross-border activity but not
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such as to pose any potential systemic threat to the authorities concerned,

and those where at least one authority has concerns that if some or all of

the institution’s activities were to come to a disorderly halt, that would

have an unacceptable impact on financial stability. 

1. Differences across countries in supervisory arrangements among the

first group may offer competitive advantages (Granlund, 2003) but,

given the degree of supervisory convergence being encouraged by

CEBS and the level of competition emerging in European markets

across borders, this is not seen as particularly important. Other cross-

border concerns for this group of institutions, which is numerically

large but much smaller in terms of its share of activity, are not signifi-

cant, except as regards the treatment of mergers, acquisitions and oth-

er restrictions on entry. The European Shadow Financial Regulatory

Committee has suggested that an ‘observatory’ or European Banking

Oversight Committee be set up to look at issues where national discre-

tion may have been used to the detriment of cross-border activity. This

could be widened to Financial Oversight. This suggestion has not been

widely considered since it was made in 1998, which may say more

about power in European decision-making than the inherent quality of

the proposal.

2. The preparations for the implementation of Basel 2 under the Capital

Requirements Directive provide a fortunately timed opportunity for

supervisors to assess the supervisory needs of cross-border institutions

and in particular to determine whether they pose systemic issues to

any supervisors involved and hence should belong to the third group.

Many of the improvements referred to below can be addressed

through this review process but it is essential to apply it to the whole

institution, not just the narrowly defined banking operations.

3. The second group of institutions can be dealt with primarily through

improvements to the current home-host approach to supervision that

go beyond the guidelines proposed by CEBS (2006). These include:

– an enhanced role for consolidation of supervision and the reduction

in the variety of supervisory methods being applied to a cross-bor-

der institution. Although the legal form of institutions operating

across borders, whether as subsidiaries or branches, is important,

the trend towards a concentration of key activities within financial

groups raises a particular concern that risks are managed across the

group as a whole, not simply by aggregation of the parts. This

implies an important role for the home country authority that acts

as the lead or consolidating supervisor. Second, the number of re-

gulators involved poses a potential burden on cross-border firms
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that inhibits competition. Taken together, these two imply a closer

relationship between home and host supervisors than is sometimes

practised at present.21 Views vary on how this should be applied but

two key characteristics emerge: 

• an enhanced role for the home country supervisor;

• a closer relationship among supervisors, which could be

described as collegial

– an improved exchange of information, to be achieved by creating a

common database on which all members of the college can draw 

– treatment of on-site inspection as a collegial issue.

4. The basis for relationships among supervisors needs to be clear and

justiciable. It is not clear that Memoranda of Understanding are suffi-

cient for describing the principal-agent relationships involved. In some

cases, simple agency arrangements may be the way to proceed.

5. While host (and home) supervisors can be convinced that ongoing

supervision of the institution as a whole is being conducted adequately

through a closer working relationship and the common information

database, the treatment of what to do when institutions get into diffi-

culty or supervisors are concerned needs to be developed. This should

take a form similar to that in the United States, where there is a clear

programme of Structured Early Intervention and Resolution, in particu-

lar a programme of Prompt Corrective Action.

6. In the United States, moreover, responsibility for ensuring that SEIR is

applied is assigned to a specific agency, the FDIC. There is a case for

setting up a similar organisation in the EU, a European Deposit

Insurance Corporation that would fill this gap, and simultaneously cor-

rect some of the problems that are being experienced with deposit

insurance as a result of the home-host structure.

7. The third group, systemically important institutions, poses much

greater problems because the interests of the countries involved are

not necessarily aligned and the losses imposed could be significant.

What is needed here is not so much a different approach to supervi-

sion as a different approach to the resolution of problem institutions.

While the EDIC described above could have the objective of minimi-

sing its losses in handling problems, in systemic cases there are specific

national concerns that preclude a simplistic minimand.

8. The key question remaining is whether there should be a European

level agency to perform such resolutions or whether the home country

can provide this under a contract that enables other countries to
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obtain restitution for inadequate performance of the task. If this sys-

tem of agreed rules for supervision, corrective action and resolution

that takes into account the needs of small host countries can be put in

place in other ways than by explicit intergovernmental agreement,

then it might be possible to agree these arrangements case by case for

the limited number of cross-border institutions. Outside groupings like

the Nordic area, with its highly convergent systems and a history of

working well together, there must be considerable doubts about the

credibility of this ex ante commitment, which suggests that an EU level

will be needed. In the meantime, any case by case solutions will need

to be structured so that they can evolve into the EU level if and when

that exists.

9. Host country control as practised in New Zealand and the US will work

but at a cost to the institutions themselves and to the ability to inte-

grate operations. It is an attractive option for independent small coun-

tries but does not reflect the purpose of European integration.

10. There is a temptation to avoid the hard issues and concentrate on a

practical solution for supervisors to work together on the routine

supervision of existing institutions. While this can indeed work until a

problem emerges, it creates both an illusion of future financial stabili-

ty and a moral hazard. Without workable means of co-ordination,

institutions and lenders will expect that the authorities will be forced

into a bailout and risks will be priced accordingly. Where institutions

are large compared to the home country, this ability to bail out may

be limited. Where host countries cannot compel a rescue, they may

be plunged into just the financial crisis the system is intended to

avoid.
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■ Notiser

Riksbanken samlar aktörer inom kontanthanteringsområdet och
bildar kontanthanteringsråd

Riksbankens direktion beslutade den 9 mars att etablera ett kontanthan-
teringsråd med aktörerna inom kontanthanteringsområdet. Rådet, som
kommer att ledas av riksbankschef Stefan Ingves, ska fungera som ett
forum för att diskutera frågor kring kontanthanteringen i samhället.

Bakgrunden till initiativet är behovet av ett diskussionsforum för exem-
pelvis frågor kring den nya kontanthanteringsstrukturen i landet som
Riksbanken skapat tillsammans med bankerna. Det stora antalet värde-
transportrån och aspekter kring säkerheten är ytterligare motiv för att
samla aktörerna på området.

Riksbanken ändrar valutafördelningen

Riksbanken har fördelat om valutainnehavet i bankens valutareserv. Syftet
med omfördelningen är att minska valutakursrörelsernas inverkan på
valutareservens årliga resultat mätt i svenska kronor. Valet av valutafördel-
ning baseras på valutornas svängningar mot svenska kronan och variatio-
ner i förhållande till varandra över en längre tidsperiod. Förändringen av
valutafördelningen görs inom ramen för det nya regelverk för tillgångsför-
valtningen som trädde i kraft vid årsskiftet.

Förlängd inlämningstid för gamla sedlar

Riksbanken har beslutat att förlänga inlämningstiden för de äldre, och
idag ogiltiga, versionerna av 20-, 100- och 500-kronorssedlarna från den
28 april till den 31 december 2006. Innehavare av äldre sedlar, det vill
säga 100- och 500-kronorssedlar utan folieband och de lite större 20-kro-
norssedlarna med en mer blåaktig färgton, kan således fram till årets slut
vända sig till sin bank eller Svensk Kassaservice för att lämna in sedlarna.
Anledningen till att inlämningstiden förlängs är att det fortfarande finns
1,5 miljard kronor som ännu inte lämnats in.

Riksbanken publicerar sammanfattande beskrivning av den pen-
ningpolitiska strategin

Riksbankens direktion beslutade den 18 maj att publicera dokumentet
”Penningpolitiken i Sverige” som beskriver bankens penningpolitiska mål
och strategi. Det främsta syftet med skriften är att förklara hur
Riksbanken i sin räntesättning tar hänsyn både till inflationsutvecklingen
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och den realekonomiska utvecklingen (tillväxt, arbetslöshet, sysselsätt-
ning, etc.). Det är också viktigt att klargöra att inflationen ibland kan tillå-
tas avvika från målet. En önskvärd penningpolitik har egenskapen att
inflationen i normala fall är nära målet i ett tvåårigt perspektiv samtidigt
som inflation och realekonomi inte svänger alltför mycket under perioden.
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■ Kalendarium

2003-01-01 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 januari
2003 till 30 juni 2003 till 4,00 procent.

03-17 Riksbanken beslutar sänka reporäntan från 3,75 procent till
3,50 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 19 mars 2003. Riks-
banken beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras
till 2,75 respektive 4,25 procent.

06-05 Riksbanken beslutar sänka reporäntan från 3,50 procent till
3,00 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 11 juni 2003. Riksbanken
beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras till 2,25
respektive 3,75 procent.

06-30 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 juli
2003 till 31 december 2003 till 3,0 procent.

07-04 Riksbanken beslutar sänka reporäntan från 3,0 procent till
2,75 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 9 juli 2003. Riksbanken
beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras till 2,00
respektive 3,50 procent.

2004-01-01 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 januari
2004 till 30 juni 2004 till 3,0 procent.

02-06 Riksbanken beslutar sänka reporäntan från 2,75 procent till
2,50 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 11 februari 2004. Riks-
banken beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras
till 1,75 respektive 3,25 procent.

03-31 Riksbanken beslutar sänka reporäntan från 2,50 procent till
2,00 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 7 april 2004. Riksbanken
beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras till 1,25
respektive 2,75 procent.

06-30 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 juli
2004 till 31 december 2004 till 2 procent.

2005-01-01 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 januari
2005 till 30 juni 2005 till 2 procent.

06-20 Riksbanken beslutar sänka reporäntan från 2,00 procent till
1,50 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 22 juni 2005. Riksbanken
beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras till 0,75
respektive 2,25 procent.

06-30 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 juli
2005 till 31 december 2005 till 1,5 procent.
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2006-01-01 Riksbanken fastställer referensräntan för perioden 1 januari
2006 till 30 juni 2006 till 1,5 procent.

01-19 Riksbanken beslutar höja reporäntan från 1,50 procent till
1,75 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 25 januari 2006.
Riksbanken beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan
justeras till 1,00 respektive 2,50 procent.

02-22 Riksbanken beslutar höja reporäntan från 1,75 procent till
2,00 procent att gälla fr.o.m. den 1 mars 2006. Riksbanken
beslutar vidare att in- och utlåningsräntan justeras till 1,25
respektive 2,75 procent.
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■ Avgivna yttranden

Riksbankens direktion har sedan den 1 januari 2003 avgivit följande
yttranden över betänkanden, utredningar och skrivelser.

2003-02-21 Yttrande över promemorian ”Starkare ekonomiska
drivkrafter för arbetsgivare att minska sjukfrånvaron”
(Ds 2002:63). Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

03-19 Yttrande över Värdepappersfondsutredningens slutbetän-
kande (SOU 2002:104). Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

04-10 Yttrande över Riksdagens revisorers rapport (2002/03:9)
Upphandling vid Sveriges riksbank. Avgivet till Riksdagens
revisorer.

04-30 Yttrande över Framtida finansiell tillsyn (2003:22). Avgivet
till Finansdepartementet.

04-30 Yttrande över Riksdagens revisorers rapport (2002/03:11)
Riksbankens verksamhet – en studie av produktiviteten i
Riksbanken. Avgivet till Riksdagens revisorer.

04-30 Yttrande över betänkande (SOU 2002:118) Utveckling och
förbättring av den ekonomiska statistiken samt delbetän-
kandet (2002:73) Förbättrad statistik om hushållens 
inkomster. Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

05-07 Yttrande över förslag till Europaparlamentets och rådets
direktiv om öppenhetskrav för emittenter vars värdepapper
upptagits till handel på en reglerad marknad. Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet.

05-30 Yttrande över betänkandet Våra skatter? (SOU 2002:47).
Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

06-30 Yttrande över departementspromemorian (Ds 2003:28)
Kandidatländernas anslutning till den Europeiska unionen.
Avgivet till Utrikesdepartementet.

06-30 Yttrande över transparensutredningens betänkande
(SOU 2003:48) Införlivande av transparensdirektivet.
Avgivet till Näringsdepartementet.

06-30 Yttrande över promemoria om förslag till Lag om Europa-
bolag (Ds 2003:15). Avgivet till Justitiedepartementet.

09-04 Yttrande över departementsskrivelse 2003:36 ”Europeiska
konventet om EU:s framtid: resultat och utgångspunkter
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inför nästa regeringskonferens”. Avgivet till Utrikesdepar-
tementet.

09-18 Yttrande över Finansinspektionens rapport Intressekonflik-
ter i livbolagen. Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

11-14 Promemoria om ratificering av ändring i stadgan för
Europeiska centralbankssystemet och Europeiska central-
banken. Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

12-22 Yttrande över slutbetänkandet ”Förslag till ett modernise-
rat solvenssystem för försäkringsbolag” (SOU 2003:84).
Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

2004-04-15 Yttrande över departementspromemorian Nya principer för
utformning av statsbudgeten (Ds 2003:49). Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet.

06-29 Yttrande över Långtidsutredningens betänkande (SOU
2004:19). Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

09-14 Yttrande över delbetänkandet Samhällets behov av betal-
tjänster (SOU 2004:52). Avgivet till Näringsdepartementet.

09-14 Yttrande över Finansdepartementets promemoria om flytt-
rätt för pensionssparande (Fi 2004/2598). Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet.

10-06 Yttrande över betänkandet Näringslivet och förtroendet
(SOU 2004:47) samt Svensk kod för bolagsstyrning (SOU
2004:46). Avgivet till Justitiedepartementet

2005-01-12 Yttrande över Finansdepartementets promemoria Vissa
kupongskattefrågor (Fi2004/6209). Avgivet till Finansde-
partementet.

01-12 Yttrande över remiss angående behov av sekretess för upp-
gifter om sändare (basstationer) för mobiltelefoni. Avgivet
till Post & Telestyrelsen.

01-13 Yttrande över delbetänkandet Genomförande av tjänste-
pensionsdirektivet (SOU 2004:101). Avgivet till Finansde-
partementet.

01-13 Yttrande över promemoria om ändrade avgifter för insätt-
ningsgarantin (Fi2004/5444). Avgivet till Finansdeparte-
mentet.

02-03 Yttrande över remiss av Krisberedskapsmyndighetens över-
syn av förordningen (2002:472) om fredstida krishantering
och åtgärder vid höjd beredskap (0409/2004). Avgivet till
Krisberedskapsmyndigheten.
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02-11 Yttrande över remiss av Krisberedskapsmyndighetens pla-
neringsunderlag avseende samhällets krisberedskap 2006
(0522/2004). Avgivet till Krisberedskapsmyndigheten.

02-24 Yttrande över Finansdepartementets promemoria om ett
förnyat efterlevandeskydd inom premiepensionssystemet
(Fi2001/4111). Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

02-25 Yttrande över promemoria om ersättningar till ledande
befattningshavare i aktiebolag och försäkringsbolag (pro-
memoria 2005-01-04) (Ju2005/39/L1). Avgivet till
Justitiedepartementet.

03-10 Yttrande över promemorian Fördraget om upprättande av
en konstitution för Europa (Ds 2004:52) del 1–4. Avgivet
till Utrikesdepartementet.

03-10 Yttrande över promemorian Förenklade redovisningsregler
m.m. (Ju2004/10672/L1). Avgivet till Justitiedeparte-
mentet.

04-06 Yttrande över förslag beträffande föreskrifter om informa-
tionssäkerhet för 24-timmarsmyndigheter. Avgivet till
Statskontoret.

04-11 Yttrande angående remiss av rapporten Strategi för att säk-
ra Internets infrastruktur. Avgivet till Näringsdeparte-
mentet.

04-14 Yttrande angående remiss av rapporten Svensk krisbered-
skap i internationell samverkan. Avgivet till Krisberedskaps-
myndigheten.

05-02 Yttrande över promemoria om förslag till ny lag om särskild
tillsyn över finansiella konglomerat och till flera ändringar i
befintliga lagar på finansmarknadsområdet (Ds 2005:1).
Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

05-13 Yttrande över riksdagsförvaltningens remiss om lag om
säkerhetsskydd i riksdagen och dess myndigheter (Dnr
030-3555-04/05). Avgivet till Riksdagsförvaltningen.

06-20 Yttrande över betänkandet ”Reformerat system för insätt-
ningsgarantin”, SOU 2005:16. Avgivet till Finansdeparte-
mentet.

07-15 Yttrande angående remiss av En utvecklad krisberedskap –
Krisberedskapsmyndighetens (KBM) underlag inför 2005
års propostion om krisberedskap och KBM:s översyn av
förordning (2002:472) om åtgärder för fredstida krishan-
tering och förhöjd beredskap. Avgivet till Försvarsdeparte-
mentet.
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07-19 Yttrande över promemoria Vissa skattefrågor med anled-
ning av ny aktiebolagslag, m.m. (Fi2005/3215). Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet.

09-12 Yttrande över promemoria angående framskjuten tillämp-
ningstidpunkt för nya värderingsbestämmelser i årsredovis-
ningslagen (Ju2005/5758/L1). Avgivet till Justitiedeparte-
mentet.

09-12 Yttrande över remissen Prospektansvar – slutbetänkande
av Prospektutredningen (SOU 2005:18). Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet.

09-12 Yttrande angående Ny reglering av offentliga uppköpser-
bjudanden (SOU 2005:58). Avgivet till Justitiedeparte-
mentet.

09-27 Yttrande över remiss angående Föreskrifter och allmänna
råd om intern riskklassificering (IRK) och föreskrifter om
operativ risk (FI Dnr 05-5696-200). Avgivet till Finans-
inspektionen.

10-05 Yttrande över remissen Följdändringar med anledning av
departementspromemorian Förenklade redovisningsregler
med mera. (Ju2004/10672/L1) (Fi2005/4324). Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet.

10-05 Yttrande över delbetänkandet "Säker information – förslag
till informationssäkerhetspolitik" (SOU 2005:42)
(Fö2005/1418). Avgivet till Försvarsdepartementet.

10-10 Yttrande över remissen Förslag till ändringar och anpass-
ningar av redovisningsföreskrifterna med anledning av
verkligt värdeoptionen samt Redovisningsrådets normer (FI
Dnr 05-191-250). Avgivet till Finansinspektionen.

10-17 Yttrande över remiss av Riksgäldskontorets förslag till rikt-
linjer för statsskuldens förvaltning (Fi2005/4589). Avgivet
till Finansdepartementet.

10-28 Yttrande över förslag till ändring av Finansinspektionens
föreskrifter och allmänna råd FFFS 2003:10 om kapitaltäck-
ning och stora exponeringar (FI Dnr 05-6089-200).
Avgivet till Finansinspektionen.

11-04 Yttrande över remissen IFRS-anpassningar av redovisnings-
föreskrifterna för räkenskapsåret 2006 (FI Dnr 05-191-
250). Avgivet till Finansinspektionen.

11-22 Yttrande över Riksdagsförvaltningens betänkande
Införandet av vissa av budgetlagens bestämmelser för riks-
dagens myndigheter (2005/06:URFI). Avgivet till Riksdags-
förvaltningen.
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11-22 Yttrande över remiss Redovisning av FTA samt nya upplys-
ningar i försäkringsföretag med verksamhet avseende
tjänstepensionsförsäkring och om leasing i juridisk person
(FI Dnr 05-191-250). Avgivet till Finansinspektionen.

11-22 Yttrande över departementspromemorian (Ds 2005:37)
Bulgariens och Rumäniens anslutning till Europeiska unio-
nen (UD2005/55166/ERS). Avgivet till Utrikesdeparte-
mentet.

12-13 Yttrande över promemoria Konsumentskyddet inom det
finansiella området (2005-09-12) (Fi2005/1958). Avgivet
till Finansdeparatementet.

12-15 Yttrande över promemorian om förlängning av övergångs-
tiden för vissa finansieringsföretag (Fi2005/6048). Avgivet
till Finansdepartementet.

12-15 Yttrande över promemorian Elektronisk ingivning till
Bolagsverket (Ju2005/10549/L1). Avgivet till Justitie-
departementet.

12-22 Yttrande över departementspromemorian Europakoope-
rativ (Ds 2005:45) (Ju2005/8848/L1). Avgivet till Justitie-
departementet.

12-22 Yttrande över remiss angående promemoria om flytträtt för
försäkringssparande (Fi2004/2598). Avgivet till Finansde-
partementet.

12-22 Yttrande över slutbetänkande Informationssäkerhetspolitik
– Organisatoriska konsekvenser (SOU 2005:71)
(Fö2005/2204/CIV). Avgivet till Försvarsdepartementet.

2006-01-25 Yttrande över promemoria om inlösen av minoritetsaktier i
försäkringsaktiebolag (Fi2005/6327). Avgivet till Finansde-
partementet.

02-03 Yttrande över Utkast till Lagrådsremiss om auktorisation av
värdetransportverksamhet. Avgivet till Justitiedepartemen-
tet.

02-13 Yttrande över remissen Tillsyn på Försäkringsområdet (SOU
2005:85). Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

02-13 Yttrande över riksdagsstyrelsens framställning Riksdagen i
en ny tid (framst. 2005/06:RS3). Avgivet till Konstitutions-
5utskottet.

02-27 Yttrande över Svårnavigerat? Premiepensionssparande på
rätt kurs (SOU 2005:87). Avgivet till Finansdepartementet.

03-21 Yttrande över riksdagsförvaltningens promemoria Ny före-
skrift om säkerhet med mera (Dnr 280-519-05/06).
Avgivet till Riksdagsförvaltningen.
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03-27 Remissyttrande med tekniska kommentarer till
Finansdepartementets promemoria om nya kapitaltäck-
ningsregler (Fi2005/6495). Avgivet till
Finansdepartementet. 

03-27 Yttrande över remiss om Finansdepartementets promemo-
ria om nya kapitaltäckningsregler (Fi2005/6495). Avgivet
till Finansdepartementet. 

04-10 Yttrande över remiss från Finansinspektionen om ändrade
föreskrifter om investeringsfonder (FFFS 2004:2) samt för-
ändringar av elektroniska bilagor (FI Dnr 05-5721-150).
Avgivet till Finansinspektionen. 

05-09 Yttrande över remiss om föreskrifter och allmänna råd om
särskild tillsyn över finansiella konglomerat m.m. (FI Dnr
06-3562-200). Avgivet till Finansinspektionen. 

05-22 Yttrande över betänkandet Betalningsansvar vid obehörig
användning av kontokort m.m. (SOU 2005:108)
(Ju2005/11592/L2). Avgivet till Justitiedepartementet.
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Riksbankens tillgångar och skulder

TILLGÅNGAR. MILJONER KRONOR

Guld Utlåning till Fordringar Övriga Summa
penning- i utländsk tillgångar
politiska valuta

motparter

2004 Juli 17 718 10 635 153 528 2 897 184 778
Aug 17 718 10 801 150 035 2 800 181 354
Sept 18 095 10 269 150 885 2 718 181 967
Okt 18 095 10 405 147 908 2 807 179 215
Nov 18 095 11 063 150 093 2 706 181 957
Dec 17 392 17 002 145 256 5 935 185 585

2005 Jan 16 436 11 101 145 391 5 725 178 653
Feb 15 952 10 210 147 097 5 575 178 834
Mars 16 558 12 016 148 366 5 503 182 443
April 16 558 11 042 155 500 5 858 188 958
Maj 16 558 11 286 152 090 5 966 185 900
Juni 18 730 4 955 165 709 3 158 192 552
Juli 18 730 5 346 166 846 3 370 194 292
Aug 18 730 4 781 167 749 3 107 194 367
Sept 19 845 4 937 162 401 3 245 190 428
Okt 19 729 5 194 163 605 3 359 191 887
Nov 19 642 5 440 164 246 3 317 192 645
Dec 22 235 9 601 173 158 3 594 208 588

2006 Jan 22 090 4 101 164 472 3 415 194 078
Feb 21 916 3 521 168 897 3 256 197 590
Mars 24 222 3 106 164 600 3 391 195 319
April 24 081 3 495 177 197 3 528 208 301
Maj 23 983 2 500 172 542 3 518 202 543

SKULDER

Utelöpande Eget Skulder till Skulder i Övriga Summa
sedlar och kapital penning- utländsk skulder

mynt politiska valuta
motparter

2004 Juli 102 747 65 317 37 10 883 5 794 184 778
Aug 102 979 65 317 280 6 821 5 957 181 354
Sept 102 670 65 317 79 8 900 5 001 181 967
Okt 102 821 65 317 25 5 326 5 726 179 215
Nov 103 297 65 317 101 6 557 6 685 181 957
Dec 108 894 65 317 613 7 448 3 313 185 585

2005 Jan 104 438 65 317 36 5 817 3 045 178 653
Feb 103 557 65 317 94 6 453 3 413 178 834
Mars 104 269 65 317 640 3 021 9 196 182 443
April 103 876 65 317 31 10 138 9 596 188 958
Maj 103 760 65 317 378 6 490 9 955 185 900
Juni 105 489 55 813 153 5 421 25 676 192 552
Juli 106 024 55 813 205 6 730 25 520 194 292
Aug 105 600 55 813 117 6 864 25 973 194 367
Sept 105 884 55 813 43 5 490 23 198 190 428
Okt 106 063 55 813 17 6 367 23 627 191 887
Nov 106 631 55 813 37 6 398 23 766 192 645
Dec 111 075 55 813 250 12 956 28 494 208 588

2006 Jan 105 864 55 813 772 2 797 28 832 194 078
Feb 105 083 55 813 47 6 785 29 862 197 590
Mars 104 738 55 813 45 5 899 28 824 195 319
April 105 153 55 813 33 18 035 29 267 208 301
Maj 105 090 53 770 141 16 824 25 718 202 543
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Penningmängd

STOCKUPPGIFTER ULTIMO FÖR PERIODEN

Miljoner kronor Tolv månaders procentuell förändring

M0 M3 MO M3

2003 Jan 90 122 1 085 994 Jan 0,4 5,3
Feb 90 505 1 072 732 Feb 2,9 5,7
Mars 91 966 1 092 435 Mars 2,2 5,8
April 92 334 1 095 256 April 4,1 4,4
Maj 92 346 1 097 622 Maj 4,0 7,0
Juni 92 296 1 106 661 Juni 3,3 5,0
Juli 91 608 1 090 284 Juli 3,4 5,1
Aug 93 324 1 109 725 Aug 3,8 5,5
Sept 92 451 1 113 021 Sept 3,2 4,9
Okt 92 364 1 114 967 Okt 3,2 6,0
Nov 93 070 1 107 251 Nov 2,9 3,6
Dec 98 481 1 119 288 Dec 2,7 3,1

2004 Jan 93 087 1 109 798 Jan 3,3 2,2
Feb 92 465 1 117 521 Feb 1,0 4,2
Mars 92 399 1 116 429 Mars 0,5 2,2
April 92 653 1 130 152 April 0,3 3,2
Maj 93 032 1 132 356 Maj 0,7 3,2
Juni 94 732 1 115 315 Juni 2,6 0,8
Juli 92 962 1 115 774 Juli 1,5 2,3
Aug 94 355 1 126 201 Aug 1,1 1,5
Sept 93 992 1 147 965 Sept 1,7 3,1
Okt 93 657 1 149 198 Okt 1,4 3,1
Nov 95 163 1 161 091 Nov 2,2 4,9
Dec 98 239 1 171 218 Dec –0,2 4,6

2005 Jan 95 017 1 159 637 Jan 2,1 4,5
Feb 94 810 1 165 401 Feb 2,5 4,3
Mars 95 494 1 156 486 Mars 3,3 3,6
April 94 646 1 171 692 April 2,2 3,7
Maj 95 314 1 185 822 Maj 2,5 4,7
Juni 96 426 1 220 530 Juni 1,8 9,4
Juli 96 316 1 205 762 Juli 3,6 8,1
Aug 96 670 1 196 390 Aug 2,5 6,2
Sept 96 655 1 212 644 Sept 2,8 5,6
Okt 97 446 1 246 357 Okt 4,0 8,5
Nov 97 778 1 244 371 Nov 2,7 7,2
Dec 100 479 1 286 682 Dec 2,3 9,9

2006 Jan 96 598 1 276 388 Jan 1,7 10,1
Feb 96 004 1 267 450 Feb 1,3 8,8
Mars 95 062 1 282 830 Mars –0,5 10,9
April 95 035 1 311 134 April 0,4 11,9
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Av Riksbanken bestämda räntesatser

PROCENT

Annonserings- Ikraftträdande- Repo- Inlånings- Utlånings- Period Referens-
datum datum ränta ränta ränta ränta1

2003 03-18 03-19 3,50 2,75 4,25 2003:1hå 4,00
06-05 06-11 3,00 2,25 3,75 2003:2hå 3,00
07-04 07-09 2,75 2,00 3,50 2004:1hå 3,00

2004 02-06 02-11 2,50 1,75 3,25 2004:2hå 2,00
03-31 04-07 2,00 1,25 2,75 2005:1hå 2,00

2005 06-21 06-22 1,50 0,75 2,25 2005:2hå 1,50
2006 01-20 01-25 1,75 1,00 2,50 2006:1hå 1,50

02-23 03-01 2,00 1,25 2,75
1 Den 1 juli 2002 ersattes diskontot av en referensränta som fastställs av Riksbanken i slutet av varje kalenderhalvår för

närmast kommande kalenderhalvår.

Kapitalmarknadsräntor

EFFEKTIVA ÅRSRÄNTOR TILL SÄLJKURS. MÅNADSGENOMSNITT, PROCENT

Obligationer emitterade av

Staten Bostadsinstitut

2 år 5 år 7 år 10 år 2 år 5 år

2005 Jan 2,62 3,16 3,58 3,84 2,79 3,20
Feb 2,53 3,10 3,51 3,76 2,70 3,12
Mars 2,55 3,20 3,61 3,86 2,73 3,22
April 2,43 2,97 3,35 3,58 2,61 3,31
Maj 2,20 2,72 3,10 3,34 2,35 3,05
Juni 1,93 2,44 2,85 3,11 2,06 2,76
Juli 1,88 2,40 2,81 3,06 2,01 2,71
Aug 2,06 2,57 2,93 3,14 2,20 2,87
Sept 2,06 2,50 2,82 2,98 2,21 2,76
Okt 2,40 2,87 3,01 3,17 2,33 2,98
Nov 2,60 3,08 3,22 3,39 2,51 3,20
Dec 2,76 3,16 3,26 3,37 2,70 3,33

2006 Jan 2,76 3,12 3,21 3,33 2,68 3,30
Feb 2,74 3,17 3,27 3,42 2,65 3,33
Mars 2,81 3,30 3,40 3,55 2,70 3,46
April 2,97 3,53 3,65 3,84 2,84 3,68
Maj 2,98 3,54 3,67 3,89 2,85 3,69
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Dagslåne- och penningmarknadsräntor

MÅNADSGENOMSNITT, PROCENT

Statsskuldväxlar Företagscertifikat

Reporänta Dagslåneränta 3 mån 6 mån 12 mån 3 mån 6 mån

2003 Jan 3,75 3,85 3,65 3,64 3,65 3,90 3,88
Feb 3,75 3,85 3,61 3,53 3,50 3,85 3,79
Mars 3,64 3,74 3,40 3,36 3,35 3,64 3,57
April 3,50 3,60 3,42 3,39 3,40 3,62 3,59
Maj 3,50 3,60 3,26 3,14 3,13 3,43 3,37
Juni 3,16 3,26 2,80 2,71 2,70 3,03 2,94
Juli 2,82 2,92 2,70 2,63 2,68 2,87 2,82
Aug 2,75 2,85 2,70 2,77 2,86 2,88 2,90
Sept 2,75 2,85 2,71 2,73 2,91 2,88 2,92
Okt 2,75 2,85 2,73 2,74 2,92 2,89 2,93
Nov 2,75 2,85 2,73 2,80 2,93 2,88 2,93
Dec 2,75 2,85 2,69 2,69 2,84 2,86 2,87

2004 Jan 2,75 2,85 2,60 2,57 2,64 2,77 2,74
Feb 2,59 2,69 2,46 2,45 2,48 2,59 2,59
Mars 2,50 2,60 2,27 2,23 2,28 2,43 2,40
April 2,10 2,20 2,02 2,05 2,19 2,15 2,18
Maj 2,00 2,10 2,00 2,11 2,24 2,15 2,23
Juni 2,00 2,10 1,98 2,07 2,38 2,15 2,24
Juli 2,00 2,10 1,99 2,03 2,31 2,15 2,24
Aug 2,00 2,10 2,02 2,13 2,25 2,15 2,25
Sept 2,00 2,10 2,00 2,13 2,27 2,15 2,26
Okt 2,00 2,10 1,99 2,10 2,38 2,16 2,27
Nov 2,00 2,10 1,99 2,06 2,29 2,14 2,25
Dec 2,00 2,10 1,99 2,05 2,18 2,12 2,16

2005 Jan 2,00 2,10 2,00 2,02 2,10 2,10 2,12
Feb 2,00 2,10 1,97 1,98 2,04 2,06 2,08
Mars 2,00 2,10 1,97 1,99 2,08 2,06 2,07
April 2,00 2,10 1,99 2,00 2,03 2,06 2,08
Maj 2,00 2,10 1,90 1,86 1,86 2,02 2,01
Juni 1,85 1,95 1,65 1,62 1,64 1,80 1,78
Juli 1,50 1,60 1,48 1,49 1,56 1,60 1,60
Aug 1,50 1,60 1,48 1,49 1,65 1,61 1,65
Sept 1,50 1,60 1,47 1,52 1,71 1,62 1,67
Okt 1,50 1,60 1,49 1,57 1,83 1,68 1,78
Nov 1,50 1,60 1,51 1,57 1,92 1,68 1,78
Dec 1,50 1,60 1,69 1,93 2,24 1,68 1,78

2006 Jan 1,56 1,66 1,83 1,96 2,24 1,68 1,78
Feb 1,75 1,85 1,93 1,97 2,17 1,68 1,78
Mars 2,00 2,10 1,96 2,06 2,26 1,68 1,78
April 2,00 2,10 2,05 2,15 2,39 1,68 1,78
Maj 2,00 2,10 2,11 2,17 2,41 1,68 1,78
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Internationella räntor och ränta på statsskuldväxlar

ENKEL ÅRSRÄNTA. MÅNADSGENOMSNITT, PROCENT

3-månadersplaceringar 6-månadersplaceringar

USD EUR GBP SSVX1 USD EUR GBP SSVX1

2003 Jan 1,27 2,76 3,88 3,65 1,29 2,69 3,87 3,64
Feb 1,25 2,63 3,65 3,61 1,25 2,51 3,59 3,53
Mars 1,19 2,47 3,56 3,40 1,17 2,39 3,50 3,36
April 1,22 2,48 3,54 3,42 1,20 2,41 3,48 3,39
Maj 1,20 2,35 3,53 3,26 1,16 2,25 3,49 3,14
Juni 1,03 2,09 3,55 2,80 1,00 2,02 3,48 2,71
Juli 1,04 2,08 3,38 2,70 1,05 2,04 3,37 2,63
Aug 1,05 2,09 3,43 2,70 1,11 2,12 3,52 2,77
Sept 1,06 2,09 3,60 2,71 1,10 2,12 3,70 2,73
Okt 1,08 2,09 3,72 2,73 1,12 2,12 3,87 2,74
Nov 1,08 2,10 3,88 2,73 1,17 2,17 4,07 2,80
Dec 1,08 2,09 3,93 2,69 1,15 2,13 4,08 2,69

2004 Jan 1,04 2,03 3,96 2,60 1,10 2,06 4,11 2,57
Feb 1,03 2,02 4,08 2,46 1,09 2,03 4,19 2,45
Mars 1,02 1,97 4,21 2,27 1,07 1,95 4,34 2,23
April 1,06 1,99 4,30 2,02 1,19 2,01 4,45 2,05
Maj 1,16 2,03 4,44 2,00 1,44 2,08 4,63 2,11
Juni 1,41 2,06 4,69 1,98 1,72 2,13 4,91 2,07
Juli 1,54 2,06 4,77 1,99 1,80 2,13 4,93 2,03
Aug 1,66 2,06 4,86 2,02 1,87 2,11 4,98 2,13
Sept 1,85 2,06 4,84 2,00 2,01 2,14 4,93 2,13
Okt 2,01 2,10 4,80 1,99 2,15 2,13 4,85 2,10
Nov 2,24 2,12 4,77 1,99 2,42 2,16 4,81 2,06
Dec 2,44 2,12 4,76 1,99 2,65 2,16 4,78 2,05

2005 Jan 2,60 2,10 4,75 2,00 2,85 2,15 4,77 2,02
Feb 2,76 2,09 4,79 1,97 2,98 2,13 4,84 1,98
Mars 2,95 2,09 4,87 1,97 3,21 2,14 4,95 1,99
April 3,07 2,08 4,83 1,99 3,31 2,11 4,88 2,00
Maj 3,19 2,07 4,78 1,90 3,42 2,08 4,78 1,86
Juni 3,36 2,05 4,72 1,65 3,54 2,05 4,69 1,62
Juli 3,56 2,08 4,56 1,48 3,78 2,09 4,47 1,49
Aug 3,74 2,09 4,50 1,50 3,96 2,10 4,49 1,49
Sept 3,84 2,09 4,50 1,47 3,98 2,11 4,47 1,52
Okt 4,11 2,14 4,49 1,49 4,29 2,21 4,48 1,57
Nov 4,29 2,31 4,53 1,51 4,49 2,44 4,54 1,57
Dec 4,43 2,42 4,56 1,69 4,61 2,54 4,53 1,93

2006 Jan 4,57 2,45 4,50 1,83 4,69 2,60 4,49 1,96
Feb 4,69 2,54 4,49 1,93 4,86 2,67 4,48 1,97
Mars 4,86 2,68 4,50 1,96 4,99 2,82 4,53 2,06
April 5,01 2,75 4,54 2,05 5,14 2,90 4,58 2,15
Maj 5,12 2,84 4,61 2,11 5,22 3,00 4,70 2,17

1 Statsskuldväxlar.
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TCW-index och kronans kurs mot vissa valutor

MÅNADSGENOMSNITT

SEK

TCW-index EUR GBP USD JPY CHF

2003 Jan 130,9609 9,1775 13,9590 8,6386 0,0727 6,2767
Feb 129,7272 9,1499 13,6813 8,4930 0,0711 6,2358
Mars 130,3167 9,2221 13,5031 8,5298 0,0720 6,2777
April 128,9566 9,1585 13,2756 8,4370 0,0704 6,1248
Maj 127,1076 9,1541 12,8520 7,9229 0,0676 6,0426
Juni 126,3154 9,1149 12,9638 7,8108 0,0660 5,9211
Juli 127,6987 9,1945 13,1295 8,0807 0,0681 5,9417
Aug 128,9600 9,2350 13,2074 8,2825 0,0697 5,9957
Sept 126,7679 9,0693 13,0143 8,0861 0,0703 5,8616
Okt 125,3358 9,0099 12,9077 7,6966 0,0703 5,8195
Nov 125,2370 8,9908 12,9783 7,6831 0,0703 5,7642
Dec 124,3958 9,0169 12,8514 7,3632 0,0682 5,8001

2004 Jan 125,3707 9,1373 13,1985 7,2493 0,0681 5,8343
Feb 125,9654 9,1814 13,5574 7,2599 0,0682 5,8367
Mars 127,6783 9,2305 13,7500 7,5243 0,0694 5,8922
April 127,6519 9,1711 13,7941 7,6501 0,0711 5,9008
Maj 126,7383 9,1312 13,5751 7,6061 0,0679 5,9248
Juni 127,0144 9,1422 13,7711 7,5332 0,0688 6,0193
Juli 127,3590 9,1954 13,8041 7,4931 0,0685 6,0222
Aug 127,3415 9,1912 13,7313 7,5444 0,0683 5,9753
Sept 125,7140 9,0954 13,3500 7,4484 0,0677 5,8943
Okt 124,8272 9,0610 13,1085 7,2557 0,0666 5,8730
Nov 123,3656 9,0036 12,8863 6,9390 0,0662 5,9155
Dec 122,4392 8,9786 12,9405 6,7030 0,0646 5,8495

2005 Jan 123,7464 9,0538 12,9620 6,8996 0,0668 5,8527
Feb 124,4271 9,0839 13,1666 6,9778 0,0665 5,8614
Mars 124,2160 9,0860 13,1189 6,8755 0,0654 5,8669
April 125,8007 9,1650 13,4189 7,0796 0,0660 5,9230
Maj 126,6878 9,1942 13,4357 7,2482 0,0679 5,9511
Juni 129,1463 9,2585 13,8466 7,6079 0,0700 6,0170
Juli 130,9115 9,4284 13,7113 7,8281 0,0699 6,0507
Aug 129,3670 9,3426 13,6266 7,6002 0,0687 6,0158
Sept 129,6486 9,3367 13,7798 7,6215 0,0686 6,0279
Okt 131,0017 9,4231 13,8250 7,8368 0,0683 6,0845
Nov 133,2427 9,5663 14,0761 8,1082 0,0685 6,1906
Dec 131,1811 9,4372 13,8967 7,9524 0,0671 6,0984

2006 Jan 128,9783 9,3180 13,5773 7,6951 0,0667 6,0131
Feb 129,6175 9,3405 13,6678 7,8190 0,0664 5,9948
Mars 130,2104 9,3984 13,6374 7,8174 0,0667 5,9910
April 128,8187 9,3330 13,4364 7,6064 0,0650 5,9248
Maj 128,5258 9,3362 13,6658 7,3124 0,0655 5,9987

Anmärkning. Bas för TCW-index är den 18 november 1992. TCW (Total Competitiveness Weights) är ett sätt att mäta kronans värde mot en korg av
andra valutor. TCW bygger på genomsnittliga aggregerade flöden av bearbetade varor för 21 länder. Vikterna tar hänsyn till såväl export-, import-
som ”tredje lands”-effekter.
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Effektiv nominell växelkurs – TCW-index
INDEX: 18 NOVEMBER 1992=100
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